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Chapter

Introduction

When an atom is excited by some projectile, for instance an electron, the ex-
cited state (provided it is not an S-state) will usually be more or less anisotro-
pic. By this we mean that the population amplitudes for the various magnetic
substates will usually not be equal and/or that there may be phase differences
between them. This anisotropy depends in general, apart from geometrical
factors, on both the energy and scattering angle of the projectile, and it is re-
flected in an anisotropic angular distribution (or equivalently, in a polarisation)
of the radiation emitted in the decay of the excited state. Conversely, mea-
surements of angular distributions or polarisations of decay photons provide
detailed information on the various (complex) population or excitation ampli-
tudes.

The extent to which the anisotropy of an excited atomic state can be ob-
served in an experiment depends largely on the way that experiment has been
arranged. In the kind of studies as described in this thesis we are dealing with
an experimental situation where an electron beam of adjustable velocity is di-
rected through an atomic gas target. The observations are in most cases made
on the scattered electrons and/or the emitted photons. If only the photons
are detected and the scattered electrons are left unobserved, the measured
signal consists of a mixture of the results of many different collision events;
different in the sense that the electron may have been scattered over all kinds
of angles with respect to the incident-beam direction. In fact the signal is
proportional to an average or integral over all scattering angles of the scattered
electron. If the initial (ground) state of the atom as well as the incident-elec-
tron beam is unpolarised (as we shall assume throughout this thesis)' it will
be clear that the observed signal is axially symmetric with respect to the inci-
dent beam direction. It can be shown that this symmetry excludes the possi-
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Introduction

bility of extracting information from the experiment on the phase relations
between the excitation amplitudes for the various magnetic substates. Further
the experiment has reflection symmetry with respect to any plane through
the incident-beam direction. Choosing the z-axis of the co-ordinate frame (as
well as the quantisation axis for the angular momentum) along the incident
beam, the latter symmetry requires QM = Q_w, where Q±M are the partial
cross sections for excitation of magnetic substates with magnetic quantum
numbers ±M, integrated over all electron scattering angles. The remaining
asymmetry (i.e. the distribution over substates with different \M I) may be in-
vestigated by performing polarisation or angular distribution measurements
on the emitted photons. (For electric-dipole radiation there is an unique rela-
tion between the (linear) polarisation and the angular distribution).

Another experiment one could perform is to measure the scattered elec-
trons (which have excited a particular state and have been scattered in a par-
ticular direction) leaving the emitted photons unobserved. In that case the
measured signal represents a summation over the different magnetic substates
of the excited state under study and it is proportional to the differential cross
section a diff = Jj. aM . The degree of symmetry in this experiment is the same
as that in the above discussed experiment; i.e. axial symmetry with respect
to the electron beam and reflection symmetry with respect to any plane
through the beam.

It is clear that much more information can be extracted from an experi-
ment, where both the inelastically scattered electron and the emitted photon
resulting from the same collision event are observed. This can be done in a
so-called electron-photon coincidence experiment or angular correlation ex-
periment. In such an experiment one measures the angular distribution of
photons which result from identical collision events; i.e. collision events for
which all dynamical parameters such as the initial atomic state, the collision
energy and the scattering angle are fully specified. In that case the produced
excited state is a pure state and thus it can be described as a coherent super-
position of the degenerate magnetic substates.

|tf>= 2 aM\LM>

If spin-orbit interactions during the collision can be neglected the complex
excitation amplitudes aM are functions of the energy E and scattering angle
6 only. From radiation theory an analytical expression can be derived for the
angular distribution of the coincident photons, which contains the absolute
values and phases of the excitation amplitudes as parameters. By fitting this
analytical expression to the measured angular correlation curve information



Chapter I

can be obtained on the excitation amplitudes aM. In the case of a P-state
( 1 = 1 ) this information is complete; i.e. all amplitudes and their relative
phases can be determined. (The case of an S-state is of course trivial.) For a
D-state two sets of solutions are found for the amplitudes and phases, between
which one cannot make a choice on the basis of the coincidence experiment
alone. For L > 3 the information in the (dipole) radiation field appears to be
insufficient to determine all excitation amplitudes separately. Thus in the
case of a P-state the complete wave-function of the excited state can be
determined.

The coincidence experiment provides so much more information than
the former two experiments because of a drastic reduction of the symmetry.
In the coincidence experiment the only symmetry is reflection symmetry
with respect to the scattering plane (the plane determined by the incident
and the scattering direction).This symmetry requires aM = (-) a_M(at least if
the quantisation axis is taken along the incident-beam direction). The coin-
cidence experiment provides a very sensitive test for scattering theories. A
first-principle theory should in principle give the complex excitation amplitud-
es aM (0,£).The conventional experiments test only the cross sections, i.e.
the squares of the absolute values of the aM(j9,E), either integrated over all
scattering angles,

QM(E) = ƒ oM(6, E) sin0 90 90 = ƒ \aM(6, E) \2 sin0 90 90

or summed over all magnetic substates,

The coincidence experiment tests the amplitudes themselves including
the phase relations between them. Apart from the value of these amplitudes
as a test for scattering theories, the measured anisotropy parameters can also
be used to develop further understanding of the collision process along a
more intuitive line. In this context we mean by anisotropy parameters the
orientation vector, defined by < L > and the alignment tensor, defined by
<LL>, where L is the orbital angular momentum operator. The precise
form of these parameters in terms of aM depends on the particular choice of
the quantisation axis.

Most of the work described in this thesis deals with studies using the
above described coincidence experiments. In particular the electron impact
excitation of the 2*P and 3*0 states in helium have been studied extensively
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Chapter I

in that way. A peculiarity is that in the 3*D studies not the directly emitted
3*D -»-21P photons are observed but instead the 2*P -*• 1*S photons resulting
from the 3*D -> 2*P -» 1*S cascade. Another interesting point is the choice
of the quantisation axis. We will demonstrate that it is of great advantage to
take the quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane rather than
in the direction of the incident beam, as was done (on historical grounds) in
previously reported electron-photon coincidence experiments. Contrary to
the incident beam direction the axis perpendicular to the scattering plane
really represents an axis of symmetry in the coincidence experiment. The co-
ordinate frames that are based on these two choices are given in the figures 1
and 2.

In a few special cases no coincidence experiment is needed in order to
obtain very detailed or even complete information on tiie collision process.
Such cases occur when certain parameters in the collision process are inde-
pendent of the dynamics and solely determined by the geometry of the pro-
cess. These parameters can then be predicted exactly using nothing but con-
servation laws and angular momentum coupling rules. In chapter II we will be
dealing with an example of such a collision process; namely the electron im-
pact excitation from the ( l s 2 )^ ground state to the doubly excited (2p2)3P
state of helium. This excitation process is termed 'parity unfavoured' as an
orbital angular momentum transfer of one atomic unit is not accompanied
by a change of parity.

Finally we like to give an inventarisation of the relevant properties of
the excited states that are studied in this thesis. This has been done in table
1. Note for instance the different ways in which the symmetry manifests it-
selfs for the different choices of the quantisation axis.

All chapters are written in such a way that they are readable independent
of eacn other. An unavoidable consequence is that some duplications occur
in the different chapters. Especially in the last chapter extensive use is made
of the ideas developed in the chapters III en IV.



Table I. Overview of the symmetry properties of the excitations studied.

Final state (2p2)3P ( l s 3 p ) l p ( l t fd^D

Transition from the ground state Parity d i P o l e d i P o l e

unfavoured allowed forbidden
Number of parameters necessary to describe the state 1 3 5

Change of angular momentum during excitation from the ground-
state AZ, 1 1 2

Change of parity during excitation from the groundstate An 0 1 0
gp

Symmetry properties if the quantisation axis is along the incident ao = 0 g-
beam (general structure: aM = *a_M) fli =fl_i a, =-a_x a\ =a»i g,

x + x | .

Used parameters with this quantisation axis (see Ch. Ill, IV) a ' a, X, x ' t , X, M» X. w' §

Symmetry properties if the quantisation axis is perpendicular to a0 = 0
the scattering plane (general structure: aM = *aM) a\=a. i = 0 a x = a _ ! = 0

Used parameters with this quantisation axis (see Ch. Ill, V) t

= arg(ai/a0) t M =

2 - |fl_2l2 ) /a f = arg [ (aoa2*



Chapter

II
'Parity unfavoured' transitions; the excitation of the (2p2)3P doubly

excited state of helium by electrons

Abstract. We have studied the so-called 'parity unfavoured' excitation of the (2p2)3 P state
of helium by electrons. This was done (i) by observation of the inelastically scattered elec-
trons for different scattering angles and (ii) by observation of the radiation at 32 nm emit-
ted by the (2p2)3P state in the decay to the (ls2p)3P singly excited state. The results con-
firm the theoretical predictions that the differential excitation cross section is zero at 0°
and that the cross section for excitation of the M = 0 magnetic sublevel is zero at all scat-
tering angles.

1. Introduction
The excitation of the (2p2 )3 P doubly excited state of helium is of particular
interest because it is an example of a so-called 'parity unfavoured' transition.
Parity unfavoured transitions are characterised by the property L + An odd,
where L is the orbital angular momentum transfer and AII(= 0 or 1 (mod 2))
is the change of parity. An important consequence of that property is that the
doubly excited states concerned are stable against autoionisation. In general
they cannot be excited from the ground state by photoabsoiption and are
therefore unobserved in the absorption experiments of Madden and Codling
(1963). In electron impact experiments parity unfavoured transitions can in
principle occur and they are expected to exhibit a number of interesting prop-
erties. Fano (1964) has shown in very general terms that the differential cross
section for a parity unfavoured excitation is zero at the scattering angles of
0° and 180°. This property, which had been found before in Born-Oppenhei-
mer calculations (Becker and Dahler 1964), could be traced back to a particu-
lar symmetry property of the spherical harmonics. It was also shown by Fano
(1964) that in parity unfavoured excitations only angular momentum states
with L-M odd can be excited, where L is the absolute value of the orbital



'Parity unfavoured' transition

angular momentum transfer and M its component along an axis perpendicular
to the scattering plane. For the (2p2 )3 P state of helium the latter prediction
would imply that only the M = ± 1 substates can be excited when the quanti-
sation axis is taken along the incident electron beam.

The first observations of the (2p2)3 P state date back about five decades;
they concern the detection in gas discharges of the 32 nm radiation emitted
by the state in its decay to the (ls2p)3P singly excited state (Compton and
Boyce 1928, Krtiger 1930). In electron impact, however, the excitation of
the (2p2 )3 P state could not definitely be ascertained until very recently. The
fact that it failed to show up in the forward electron scattering experiment
of Simpson et al (1964) was consistent with Fano's prediction that the diffe-
rential cross section is zero for 0° scattering angle. The first mention was
made by Burrow (1970), who studied the doubly excited states of helium
using the trapped-electron method (Schulz 1958). This author observed a
structure near 59.7 eV, which understandably he attributed to the (2p2)3 P
state. The energy scale was calibrated against a peak, which was assumed to
correspond to the (2s2p)3P state at 58.30 eV. However, we now know that
Burrow's trapped-electron spectrum is seriously complicated by the effects
of post-collision interaction, which were not known at that time. Comparison
with a more recent experiment by Spence (1975) reveals that Burrow's energy
scale is probably low by about 0.5 eV. In that case the structure, which was
attributed to the (2p2)3 P state, in fact lies above 60 eV and it is more likely
that it is part of the (interference) structure produced by the (2p2)'D and
(2s2p)xP states.

The excitation of the (2p2)3 P state of helium by electron impact was
for the first time unambiguously demonstrated in the recent experiment of
Westerveld et al (1979b). These authors studied the excitation of the state
by observing the xuv radiation at 32 nm emitted in the (2p2)3P •+ (ls2p)3P
transition. They measured the relative excitation function in the energy range
from threshold to 150 eV. They also revealed the existence of resonance
structures in the threshold region.

The aim of the present work is to obtain additional experimental infor-
mation on the electron impact excitation of the (2p2)3 P state. In particular
we wish to test the predictions by Fano mentioned in the beginning of this
section. Therefore two different experiments were performed; one dealing
with the observation of theinelastically scattered electrons and the other deal-
ing with the angular distribution of the xuv radiation emitted in the (2p2)3 P -*
(ls2p)3P transition.

8
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2. Theoretical considerations
For the special case of (2p2)3 P excitation in helium Fano's predictions on
parity unfavoured transitions can be proved by simple angular momentum
and parity considerations. Consider the reaction equation:

eo" +He(l1S) ->He**(2p2)3P + e;

do,mo) (0,0) (1,M) (/s,ms)

where (/o,mo), (l,Af) and (/s,ms) denote the orbital angular momenta and
their z components of the incident electron, excited state and scattered elec-
tron, respectively. We assume that orbital angular momentum and spin are
separately conserved during the collision. Taking the quantisation axis along
the incident electron beam and considering scattered electrons emerging at
0° or 180° with respect to the incident beam, we have: mo = ms = 0 and con-
sequently M = 0. Further, parity and angular momentum conservation require
that /s = /o. However, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient </o0ll0; /o0> vanishes
and thus the differential cross section for the above excitation process is zero
at 0° and 180°.

Next we consider the excitation of the (2p2)3P state for arbitrary scatter-
ing angle. Again we have: ls = Io', further ms =-M since mo = 0. From the fact
that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient </o0ILM; lo -M> vanishes forM = 0
we can immediately conclude that the cross section for excitation of the M =0
sublevel is zero. This has important consequences for the polarisation and
angular distribution of the radiation emitted in the decay of the (2p2)3 P
state to the (ls2p)3P state. The polarisation can be expressed in terms of the
two sublevel cross sections ao and aY. Assuming that the fine-structure splitt-
ing of the (2p2)3 P state is large compared with the natural Unewidth Kulander
and Dahler (1972) derived a formula for radiation emitted at right angles to
the incident beam. This formula however has the wrong sign: the correct ex-
pression reads as follows

= 1 5
6700+148(7!

where 7j| and ƒ[_ are the intensities of the radiation with electrical vector pa-
rallel and perpendicular to the incident beam, respectively. It follows from
the formula that the polarisation will be independent of the incident electron
energy and equal to 0.1 if the sublevel cross section ao = 0. It is not depen-
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dent on the dynamics of the collision process, but solely determined by geo-
metrical factors.

In the next section we describe a few experiments, which we performed
in view of the interesting properties of parity unfavoured transitions discussed
above.

3. Experiments

3J Electron scattering
In our electron scattering experiments we studied, for different scattering
angles, the energy-loss spectrum of helium near the (2p2)3P threshold. This
was done with a conventional type of electron spectrometer, equipped with
a hemispherical monochromator and identical analyser. The incident elec-
tron beam is directed through an interaction chamber filled with helium at a
pressure of about 1.3 Pa. Inelastically scattered electrons are energy selected
by the analyser (overall resolution % 80 meV) and detected with a multiplier.
The output pulses of the multiplier are amplified, discriminated and finally
stored in a multichannel analyser.

Figure 1 shows our measured energy-loss spectra at five different scatter-
ing angles; the incident electron energy was 80 eV. The 90° spectrum was
taken with a different spectrometer which had no electron monochromator,
but which did have a larger angular capability than the apparatus discussed
above. The most prominent features in the spectra are the peaks correspond-
ing to the (2payD and (2s2p)'P doubly excited states at 59.88 and 60.12 eV,
respectively. In the 90° spectrum these peaks are not separated due to in-
sufficient energy resolution of the incident electron beam. In the 22°, 40°
and 90° spectra additional structure is observed near 59.7 eV. Its intensity
relative to that of the (2p2)1D and (2s2p)xP peaks clearly increases with in-
creasing scattering angle. There is no doubt that the 59.7 eV structure is due
to the excitation of the (2p2)3P state. At the smaller scattering angles of 11°
and 3° the state is barely or not visible at all, consistent with the parity un-
favoured character of its excitation.

3.2 Optical measurements; angular distribution of impact radiation
The aim of our optical measurements on the (2p2)3P excitation is to check
the theoretical prediction that the polarisation of the (2p2)3P -* (ls2p)3P ra-
diation should be independent of the impact energy. These measurements
have been carried out with the apparatus which has been described in detail
by Westerveld et al (1979a). As polarisation measurements in the far ultra-
violet are very difficult, we performed an equivalent measurement on the

10
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Figure 1. Energy-loss spectra of helium for different scattering angles at a fixed incident
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angular distribution of the radiation. In the case of dipole radiation the angular
distribution is related to the polarisation P as follows:

1(6, E) = 7(90, E) (1 - P(E) cos2 0)

where 1(6, E) is the radiation intensity in the direction 6 with respect to the
electron beam and at impact energy E. So, a measurement of the polarisation
as a function of the energy is equivalent to a measurement of the ratio
1(6, E)/I(90£) for a particular angle 0 # 90°.

With our apparatus we are able to measure the impact radiation at 90°
and 55° with respect to the electron beam. However, the absolute intensities
measured at the two angles cannot be compared because of an unknown
change in the interaction volume viewed by the uv spectrometer. Therefore
for the two angles we measured the ratio 1(6, E)/1(6,70) as a function of the
impact energy. In figure 2 we plotted the 'ratio of the ratio' R(E)/R(7Q),
where R(E) = I(90,E)fI(55,E), The threshold region was investigated in some-
what more detail because of the rapidly varying cross section in that energy
range. Close to the threshold and at the higher energies the statistical errors
become very large as a result of the vanishing radiation intensities. Neverthe-
less the conclusion seems justified that within the experimental error the
results are consistent with the theoretical prediction that the polarisation of
the (2p2)3P ->• (ls2p)3P radiation is independent of the incident electron
energy.

64 50 75 100 125
Incident e lec t ron energy(eV)

Figure 2. The ratio/?(£) of the (2p2)3P -* (ls2p)3P radiation intensities at the observation
angles of 90° and 55° with respect to the incident electron beam as a function of electron
energy and normalised to the ratio at 70 eV.
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Our relative measurements do not allow us to determine the actual value
of the polarisation. However, once the prediction concerning the energy be-
haviour of the polarisation has been confirmed, we can be fairly sure that the
actual value of the polarisation is equal to the theoretical value of 0.1. The
knowledge that the polarisation of the (2p2)3P ->• (ls2p)3P impact radiation is
equal to 0.1 is also of practical importance, as it provides a useful calibration
point for the polarisation sensitivity of xuv monochromators.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented electron scattering and optical measurements
on the electron impact excitation of the (2p2)3P state of helium. The transition
to this doubly excited state, which is stable against autoionisation, is parity
unfavoured as the transfer of one unit of orbital angular momentum is not
accompanied by a change in parity. Our measured energy-loss spectra clearly
reveal the excitation of the state at the larger scattering angles (20-90°). At
the smaller scattering angles the state is unobserved. The angular distribution
of the 32 nm radiation emitted in the decay of the (2p2)3P state to the
(ls2p)3P singly excited state appears to be independent of the incident elec-
tron energy. The results are consistent with theoretical predictions for parity
unfavoured transitions.
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III
Measurement of alignment and orientation parameters for

low-energy electron impact excitation of the 2'P state of helium

Abstract. We have determined the anisotropy parameters for the eleciron impact excitation
of the 2'*P state of helium in the energy range from 26.6 to 40 eV and in the angular range
from 30° to 110°. The results of the 29.6 eV measurements are in agreement with the re-
sults of McAdams et al, although the small angle minimum in the value of X as a function
of the electron scattering angle seems somewhat more pronounced in our results.

We have derived an alternative expression for the coincidence rate, based on a different
choice of the quantisation axis (perpendicular to the scattering plane instead of in the direc-
tion of the incoming electron beam). The new expression displays a more transparent rela-
tion between the observed radiation pattern and the anisotropy parameters of the excited
atom.

1. Introduction

The purpose of many experiments in electron-atom scattering is to provide
data for testing scattering theories. The value of such a test is strongly depen-
dent on the directness of the comparison. In most of the conventional types
of experiments an implicit integration or summation is carried out over scat-
tering angles or magnetic substates or both. In those cases it is misleading to
judge the success of a theory on the agreement between the integrated theore-
tical and experimental cross sections. A complete experiment must give of
course the (asymptotic) scattering wavefunction for the excitation process
concerned. Since the introduction of electron-photon coincidence techniques
such complete experiments are indeed possible now for a number of process-
es. The scattering process, which has been studied most extensively in that
way, is the electron impact excitation of the 2'P state of helium. After the
first experiments of Eminyan et al (1973, 1974) several investigators have
contributed to the study of this excitation process (see for instance Blum and
Kleinpoppen (1979) and references therein). When comparing the available

15



Excitation of the 21 P state of helium
data it appears that the results of different groups are not all in satisfactory
agreement, especially so at the larger scattering angles (Hollywood et al,
1979, Slevin et al, 1980a and b, Sutcliffe etal, 1978 and Steph and Golden,
1980). This can be understood (at least partly) in view of difficulty of these
experiments; it is not easy to give estimates of errors other than the statistical
ones. Therefore it does not seem redundant to have some additional data
overlapping with results of previous work.

In the present work we present new results of electron-photon coincidence
measurements on the 2*P excitation in helium for incident energies ranging
from 26.6 to 40 eV and electron scattering angles from 30° to 110°. Our
26.6 eV results extend the available data down to an energy region lower
than in all previous experiments. They may be used to test recent R-matrix
calculations, which are expected to be fairly succesful in that energy range.
On the other hand our results at 29.6 eV may be compared with the only
available data at this low energy up till now, namely those of McAdams et al
(1980).

In the next section we give a brief summary of the existing theory of par-
ticle-photon coincidence measurements followed by an alternative formula-
tion of this theory based on a different choice of the quantisation axis (per-
pendicular to the scattering plane instead of along the incident-electron
beam). After the description of the apparatus and measuring procedure in
section 3.1 attention is payed to the problem of absorption and re-emission
of resonance radiation (section 3.3). The results and their comparison with
other experimental data and with theory are given in section 4. Finally a dis-
cussion of the results is given in section 5.

2. Anisotropy of the emitted radiation
In the past much attention has been paid by several authors to the theory,
which relates the observed angular distribution of the coincidence photons
to the set of parameters describing the excited state under consideration
(Macek and Jaecks 1971, Fano and Macek 1973, Blum en Kleinpoppen 1975,
1979, Wykes 1972, Eichler and Fritsch 1976, Nienhuis 1980). Although in
some cases different sets of parameters are introduced these theories are
formally equivalent. In section 2.2 we will give a brief summary of the formul-
ation according to Nienhuis (1980).
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2.1. Symmetry considerations
The above mentioned analyses all have in common that the direction of the
incoming beam is taken as the quantisation axis. In a non-coincidence experi-
ment this is the only direction which is defined in the experiment, so that it
is the only meaningful choice. For a coincidence experiment, where the direc-
tions of both the incident and the scattered particle are specified this is no
longer the case. The symmetry is reduced to a reflection symmetry with res-
pect to the scattering plane and therefore all directions in the scattering plane
are equivalent with respect to the choice of the quantisation axis. Among the
directions outside this plane there is however one unique direction, namely
the one perpendicular to the scattering plane. Following Hermann and Hertel
(1980) we have taken this direction as the quantisation axis. Although it does
not give any new information, it is of advantage to make this choice as the
relation between the angular distribution of the radiation and the anisotropy
of the excited state appears to be more transparant in that case. We will
show this by giving a brief outline of the theory both for the case where the
quantisation axis is in the direction of the incident beam and for the case
where it is perpendicular to the scattering plane.

Since the initial state is a pure state and the excitation process is a coherent
one the final state is also a pure state. Hence we may write for the wavefunc-
tion of the 2XP state after the collision

| ^ > = a 1 | l l > + a 0 | 1 0 > + a - 1 [ l - l > (2.1)

where the basis vectors HAD* indicate the magnetic substates with M = 1, 0
and —1 and the complex numbers aM are the excitation amplitudes. Apart
from their functional dependence on the incident energy Eo and the scatter-
ing angle 6e the numbers aMaie of course dependent on the particular choice
of the quantisation axis. For the present analysis it is convenient to describe
the excited state of the atom after the collision by means of a density matrix
p, defined by

p = 2 \\M>aMa*. <\M'\. (2.2)
MM' M M

Since the electromagnetic interaction is invariant under rotation and parity,
the experiment has reflection symmetry with respect to the scattering plane.
This symmetry imposes restrictions on the scattering amplitudes aM in (2.1).
If we choose the quantisation axis in the scattering plane (for instance in the
direction of the incoming beam) we find:

ai = 'a- i , (2.3)
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Excitation of the 21 P state of helium
whereas choosing the quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane
gives

a0 = 0. (2,4)

2.2. General formulation of the theory
The polarisation properties and the angular distribution of the emitted pho-
tons can be described by a Cartesian polarisation matrix C defined by its
elements

Cv = Tr/iJp/i, i,j=x,ytz (2.5)

where ix is the electric-dipole operator of the atom between the excited state
\\f/> and the final ground state |00> (see Nienhuis, 1980). The intensity of
the emitted radiation with polarisation direction ê is then given by

/(e) = ê*.C.ê. (2.6)

The matrix C determines the photon emission in every direction and with
any polarisation. It may be looked upon as a generalisation of the Stokes
parameters, which determine the polarisation properties of the radiation in a
particular direction. The notation (2.6) is particularly attractive as it does
not refer to a specific choice of the quantisation axis.

As in our experiment the photon detector is not sensitive to the polarisa-
tion of the photons the intensity of the observed radiation is a summation
over all possible directions of the polarisation except for the direction in
which the photons are observed. The intensity observed in a direction h is
therefore:

I(n) = TiC-n.C.n. (2.7)

To obtain the relation between the anisotropy of the radiation field and
that of the excited state we expand the polarisation matrix C and the density
matrix p in irreducible matrices and irreducible spherical tensors, respectively

P ^ ) and C = 2 % S t (2.8)

with
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^ V % -TrC-S^. (2.9)

Because of the dipole character of the radiation described by C the expansion
coefficients are only non-zero for k = 0, 1 and 2. By applying the Wigner-
Eckart theorem and some standard recoupling techniques one may show (via
eq. (2.5)) that the expansion coefficients ckq are proportional to the coeffi-
cients pkq with a proportionality constant which is independent of q (see
Nienhuis, 1980). Therefore we can express the polarisation matrix in terms
of the scattering amplitudes av a0 and a„v For the case where the quantisation
axis is taken in the scattering plane we find:

( 2M 2 O -yfla^t \

0 0 0 I
-VTaoaf O |fl0l

2 /

0 0 0 I (2.10)

and for the case that the quantisation axis is perpendicular to the scattering
plane

( ki-a-il2 -i(«i-a-i)(ai+o-i)* 0 \

ifo +o-1)(a1 -a-O* \ax +a-l I2 0 1.(2.11)

0 0 0/

In principle (2.10) and (2.11) contain all information necessary to describe
the radiation distribution. For the sake of convenience these angular distribu-
tions are written out explicitly in the sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.3. Quantisation axis along the incident beam
With help of eqs. (2.10) and (2.7) we can calculate the angular distribution
of the emitted photons in the scattering plane in terms of the scattering
amplitudes aM.

\ax I
2 +\\ao\

2 +(|fl, |2 - f|flo|2)cos207 -V2Re(ao a i *)sin20
7

(2.12)
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With the usual parametrisation, first used by Eminyan et al (1974)

= arg(a1/fl0), a = |aol2 + 2|ax |2 (2.13)

and the arbitrary choice a0 = \a01 (arbitrary as long as the excited state is
not considered as a part of a larger quantum system), we get the well known
result:

Nc 'v a[ X sin2 6y + (1 - X) cos2 By - VX (1 - X ) cosx sin207 ]. (2.14)

Anticipating on the experimental situation the azimuthal ang] of the photon
observation direction is chosen to be IT . In the same way e can find the
distribution in the plane perpendicular to the incoming beam

c
2 s i n 2 0 7 . (2.15)

In terms of the parameters X and x (2.15) reads

Nc 'v <T[ X + (1 - X) sin2 ̂  I (2.16)

Apparently the angular distribution in this plane is independent of the phase-
difference between the excitation amplitudes a0 and av

2.4. Quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane
Taking the x-axis along the incident beam and the z-axis perpendicular to the
scattering plane the angular distribution of the emitted photons in the scatter-
ing plane is described by eqs. (2.7) and (2.11).

-*1 )cos207 +Im(a l f lf1)sin207 +\\a1\
2 +\\a-l I2.(2.17)

A possible parametrisation for the collision parameters is

|2 - Ifl-il2

1 and a=!a , |2 + |a-i I2. (2.18)

The coincidence rate Nc as a function of the direction of the emitted
photons is then given by
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cos(20 7 - i?)+1] . (2.19)

It should be noted that in (2.19) the positive values of 07 and 0e both lie in
the same half (y>0) of the scattering plane, contrary to (2.14) where the
positive values for 6y and 6e lie in opposite halfs of the scattering plane
(JC < 0 and x > 0, respectively).
The advantage of formula (2.19) compared to (2.14) is that the parameters n
and T? can be easier recognised in the radiation pattern than X and X- The
phase difference 17 between the excitation amplitudes a, and a_ i manifests
itselfs as a phase shift in the expression (2.19) for the radiation distribution.
The amplitude V l -JU2 in front of the cosine measures the difference between
the populations of the substates with magnetic quantum number 1 and -1.
The parameter ju is equal to the degree of circular polarisation of the photons
emitted perpendicular to the scattering plane and is also equal to the expecta-
tion value of the orbital angular momentum transferred to the atom during
the collision. Without a measurement of the circular polarisation it is not
possible to determine the sign of M, equivalently with the undetermined sign
of x in the representation where the quantisation axis is along the incident
beam. Apart from a factor of 2 the parameter n is identical to Of I introduced
by Fano and Macek (1973). For the radiation distribution in the plane perpen-
dicular to the incoming beam we find

- sin207. C

In terms of the above defined parameter fi and rj this expression reads

Nc 'v a[ 1 - \ (1 + V l - M2 COST? ) sin207]. (2.21)

Finally we give the relations between the two different sets of parameters

COST?) (0<X<l) (2.22)

*ir) (2.23)

= -2VX(l-X)sinx (-K/u<l) (2.24)

2VX (1 - X )
1 - 2 X C ° S X (- 7T <7? < 7T) (2.25)
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Eq's (2.23) and (2.25) do not give rise to unique solutions for x and t\ but
give in general positive and negative ones. The solutions for % and TJ are
uniquely determined by the additional constraint (following from (2.22) and
(2.24))

sign(n) = sign(cosx) (2.26)

3. Experimental
3.1. Description of the apparatus and the measuring procedure

The experiments have been performed in an apparatus of the crossed-beam
type. The apparatus has been described by Westerveld (1979); for the sake of
clarity we will give the main features here. A schematic view is given in fig. 1.
An unselected electron beam is cross fired with an atomic helium beam effu-
sing from a single capillary. Scattered electrons resulting from 2*P excitation
and de-excitation photons (2*P -*• 1*S) are measured in coincidence with
help of a hemispherical electron analyser and a channeltron, respectively,
both of which are rotatable with respect to the scattering centre. All elements
are mounted on a 24" flange, sealed with a copper ring to a 304-stainless steel
vacuum tank. The vacuum tank is pumped by two oil diffusion pumps with a
pumping speed of 2.5 mVs each. The pump which is connected to the volume
where the experiment takes place is baffled with a liquid-nitrogen trap, the
other one is mainly used to pump the volume between the //-metal shield and
the walls. Without any gas inlet the pressure in the system is about 7.10"8 Pa
(5.10~10 Torr). The use of Santovac pumping fluid prevents the formation of
insulating layers on the metal surfaces during bake out. After closing the
vacuum tank the system is usually baked at a temperature of about 100°C
during several days. To improve the stability during operation a working
temperature of about 70°C was maintained. To reduce the influence of
magnetic fields a ju-metal shield was installed inside the vacuum tank. In
addition to that the system was surrounded by three pairs of rectangular
Hehnholz coils. The residual magnetic field at and near the scattering centre
was measured to be less than a few /tiT (several tens of a mG). For electrons
with a kinetic energy of 5 eV this gives rise to a curvature with a radius of
7.5 m in their trajectories. This would cause an error in the scattering angle
of about 0.15°, which is unimportant in view of the angular resolution of
about 1° in our experiment.

The electron gun was constructed after a design of Harting and Burrows
(1970). Special care was taken to nunimise the angular spread of the beam;
firstly by using a Pierce extraction system, which reduces the angular spread
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. Around the scattering centre S.C. we see: left: the electron analyser;
right: the photondetector; bottom: the electron gun.and top: the Faraday cup.



Excitation of the 21 P state of helium

of the electrons leaving the cathode and secondly by using a stripper elec-
trode, which removes remaining electrons with a large velocity component
perpendicular to the beam. According to Harting and Burrows the beam
divergence should be smaller than 0.03 rad at 2 eV energy, 0.2/uA current
and for a beam diameter of 2.5 mm. We used a beam current of 1.0 to 1.2/aA
in the energy region between 26 and 40 eV.

The atomic beam is generated by effusing helium from a relatively high
pressure chamber (« 40 Pa, 0.3 Torr), through a single capillary with a length
of 10 mm and an inner diameter of 0.4 mm. For a pressure of 40 Pa at the
high pressure side of the capillary the background pressure outside the beam
wasabout7.10"sPa.

20 21 22 23
Energy incoming electrons(eV)

Figure 2. The channeltron signal is given as a function of the energy of the incoming elec-
trons. Curve (a) has been measured with and (ft) without an 80 nm tin foil in front of the
funnel of the channeltron. The difference between the two curves is mainly due to the con-
tribution from the metastable 'S and 3S states. The vertical scales of the two curves are not
comparable.
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The 2lP -»• 1*S photons are detected with a channel electron multiplier

(Mullard B419 BL and X919 BL). Of special importance is that its sensitivity
is independent of the polarisation of the photons. Since we do not apply
wavelength selection in the photon channel, we detect all photons for which
the channeltron is sensitive. This implies that the photons of all resonance
transitions (H*P -*• 1*S) are detected. The photons from transitions with
n > 2 do not present a serious problem in our coincidence experiment be-
cause the energy resolution of the electron analyser is good enough to sepa-
rate the 2*P state from all other *P states. They do however contribute to the
background of accidental coincidences. Other contributions to this back-
ground may come from electrons, ions or metastable atoms, for which the
channeltron is sensitive too. Electrons and ions are eliminated by applying
three grids in front of the funnel of the channeltron; one at a high and one at
a low potential with respect to the potential of the scattering centre (earth),
the third is intended to shield the other two from the scattering centre. For
some of the experiments thin aluminium or tin foils were used to prevent
metastables from entering the channeltron. This is particularly important at
the lower energies, where the cross section for 2*P excitation becomes small,
and the cross section for metastable production reaches a maximum. In fig. 2
an example is given of an excitation function, which is measured with and
without a foil in front of the photon detector. There are two problems con-
cerning a choice between aluminium and tin foils. First the technical problem
of making them as thin as possible and getting them on a grid without damag-
ing them. Secondly, although aluminium and tin have both a very good trans-
mission at a wavelength of 58.4 nm, the oxide layers formed during the pro-
duction process have a much higher transmission in the case of tin than of
aluminium. The transmission of the foils was measured at 58.4 nm with help
of an ultraviolet monochromator. Our results are: for aluminium, 60 nm thick,
15% transmission; for tin, 82 nm thick, 30% transmission.

The scattered electrons are energy selected with help of a hemispherical
electron analyser. The scattering centre is imaged at a diaphragm, which in
turn is imaged at a lower potential at the entrance of the two half spheres
(virtual slit). In this way low-energy secondary electrons scattered from real
apertures are prevented from entering the selector. With help of a virtual slit
system similar to that at the entrance, electrons of the desired energy are se-
lected at the analyser exit and focussed on the first dynode of the multiplier
(Hamamatsu R515). All diaphragms and the entrance cone (the first lens
element of the analyser optics) are made of molybdenum; the two half
spheres are covered with a layer of molybdenum. The other parts of the
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Excitation of the 21 P state of helium
analyser are made of copper. A special feature of our analyser is the relative-
ly large difference between the radii of the spheres (50.0 and 2Q.7mm res-
pectively). This should reduce the influence of irregularities on the sphere
surfaces. The analyser can be rotated with respect to the scattering centre.
The largest scattering angle is 110°, the smallest one varies from 10° to 30°
depending on the kind of Faraday cup used.

The pulse counting is performed in a more or less conventional way. The
pulses from the channeltron and the electron multiplier are fed directly into
snap-off discriminators (Elscint STD 1 and 2) which have a minimum detection
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Figure 3. Angular distribution of the emitted photons in the scattering plane, measured at
an electron energy of 29.6 eV in coincidence with the scattered electrons (scattering angle
0e = 30°). In the insert the number of coincidences between photons and electrons is dis-
played as a function of the time difference between the detection of the electron and pho-
ton pulse (one channel represents 1.38 ns).
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threshold of 5 mV. The scattered-electron pulses are used to start the time-to-
amplitude converter (TAC; Ortec 467). The output pulses of the TAC are re-
gistered with a computer based multichannel analyser (MCA; Tracor 1700).
The photon detector pulses, which stop the TAC, are delayed (typically 300
ns) to give the coincidence peak a proper position in the time spectrum (see
inset of fig. 3). The time resolution of the whole electronic system is much
better than that of other limiting devices such as the channeltron and the
electron analyser. Depending on the tuning of the apparatus the overall time
resolution was between 5.6 and 9 ns. Since usually long measuring times are
required for electron-photon coincidence measurements, it is of advantage to
automatise the measuring procedure. We have done this with help of a NOVA
2 computer. The experiment is performed as a sequence of coincidence mea-
surements, all under the same circumstances, except for the photon detec-
tion angle. During a measurement the following quantities are registered:
numbers of photons, scattered electrons and true starts of the TAC, as well as
primary beam current and pressure; this information is written on papertape.
Before and after each measurement of a coincidence peak the background in
the scattered electron channel is measured. This is done by measuring the
electron count rate with the analyser tuned to an energy loss of ca. 22 eV in-
stead of 21.2 eV, which is the energy loss for 2*P excitation. The rotation of
the photon detector is performed with help of two stepping motors, con-
trolled by a M6800 microprocessor which is connected to the main NOVA
computer. Two motors are needed because the photon detector can rotate in
the scattering plane as well as (up to 45°) out of this plane. This arrangement
enables us to perform continuous measurements of several days.

3.2. Analysis of the data
The reduction of the data, from the measured time spectra to the different
sets of anisotropy parameters, is performed as follows. The total number of
coincidences corresponding to a measured coincidence peak is determined
from the area under the peak in a time spectrum. This is done by fitting a
Gaussian function to the measured peak using a Marquardt fitting procedure
(see for instance Bevington etal 1969). Within one series (measured at diffe-
rent photon angles with fixed incident energy and electron scattering angle)
the widths of the Gaussians are kept fixed. This fixed width is derived from
the peaks with the best statistics (measured near the maximum of the pho-
ton distribution). A series of time spectra measured at about 10 different
photon angles determines one angular correlation curve and thus one set of
anisotropy parameters corresponding to a particular energy and scattering
angle.
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The number of coincidences is normalised on the total number of scatter-
ed electrons counted in the same time. It was verified experimentally that there
is no difference between the results based on a normalisation on the number
of scattered electrons and those based on a normalisation on the number of
true starts of the TAC, indicating that the count rate of the electron multiplier
was low enough compared to one cycle time of the TAC.

From the normalised coincident rates as a function of the photon detector
angle a set of anisotropy parameters is determined by fitting eq. (2.14) or
(2.19) to the data. (The necessary corrections we will treat in the next sec-
tion.) Again a Marquardt fitting algorithm is used to find the minimum in
the x2 -distribution and to calculate the parameters and their errors.

Most of the anisotropy parameters determined have been measured more
than once. The results which we will present in section 4 are weighted aver-
ages. In the calculation of the errors in the averaged values we take into
account the errors of the separate values, as these were found in the fitting
procedure, as well as the variance of the different data which were averaged.

3.3. Systematic errors in the measurement of the photon angular distribu-
tion

The measurement of the photon angular distribution may be subject to vari-
ous systematic errors. First of all the sensitivity of the channeltron may vary
with time. By choosing the order (in time) of the photon detection angles in
an appropriate way we have eliminated this error to first order. Furthermore
the measuring time for one series is limited to about two days. If better statis-
tics are required a particular series is repeated one or more times and the re-
sults are averaged. Finally, before and after each series the pulse-height distri-
bution of the channeltron is checked.

A second source of systematic error concerns the correction of the pho-
ton distribution (2.14 or 2.19) for the finite aperture of the photon detec-
tor. If the efficiency of the detector over the aperture is constant this correc-
tion can be carried out exactly (see Golden and Steph 1980). The corrected
distribution is given by:

7 (3.1)

where N represents the expression (2.14) or (2.19) and

K = (1 - ^JL ) (1 - ^JL ) . (3.2)
Air 2w
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Hence a possible systematic error due to this correction must result from a
possible variation óf the detection efficiency over its aperture. The effect of
this error on the photon distribution function is certainly smaller than the
correction (3.2) itself. In our experiment Ai27 = 4.10"2 sr so that K = 0.994.
So the measured photon distribution is hardly affected by the finite aperture.
However the effect on the orientation and alignment parameters may not be
so small. In the X, x representation (quantisation axis along the incident-elec-
tron beam) it is not so easy to determine in general how a certain error in the
angular correlation function will work out in the extracted parameters, but it
has been demonstrated by Golden and Steph (1980) that the x-parameter
can be extremely sensitive for minor changes in the angular correlation func-
tion. In the M, 1? representation (quantisation axis perpendicular to scattering
plane) the situation is much clearer. The r\ parameter is not at all affected by
a possible error in the correction for the finite detector aperture. Its value is
determined by the direction of the maximum intensity. By integrating the
photon distribution over the finite aperture the amplitude will decrease but
the position of the extrema will be unchanged (at least, if the detector effi-
ciency function can be assumed to be symmetrical about the detector axis).
The error due to the finite aperture correction in the factor Vl - fi2 is always
smaller than f (K"1- 1), which in our experiment is less than 0.4%.

10 10.-5 10"* 10"3

Pressure(Pa)
10

,-2

Figure 4. The ratio N^/p of photon intensity and pressure of the He(«'P ->• 1 'S) resonance
radiation is given as a function of the pressure. The broken curve displays the relation
N lp=a\nbp (a and b adjustable constants) which is valid in the given region.
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A systematic error which is most difficult to estimate is due to the ab-
sorption and re-emission of the radiation by atoms between the scattering
centre and the photon detector. The re-emitted photons usually do not have
the same direction and polarisation as the original ones. Until now the influ-
ence of this effect was studied by measuring the anisotropy parameters X and
X as a function of the pressure. This is a very time consuming task, especially
since in this way no predictions can be made of the errors at other scattering
angles and primary energies than the actually measured ones. V/e have follow-
ed a different approach. We have measured an absorption function; i.e. the
ratio of the photon count rate Ny (not coincident) over the helium pressure
as a function of the helium pressure; see figure 4. The broken line in this
figure represents the simple exponential relation between the ratio Ny/p and
the pressure which is valid in a limited pressure range (see Westerveld and
Van Eck 1977). From this curve one can immediately observe to what extent
the observed photon signal is affected by absorption and re-emission. The

x10'

Figure 5. The photon angular distribution (non-coincident) in the scattering plane. Antici-
pating on the known analytical expression for this distribution the count rate is plotted as
a function of cos2 dy. The slope of the curve, divided by the intercept at 0 - 90°, gives the
polarisation fraction.
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pressure in the beam is undoubtedly higher than the measured pressure but
since the pressure measuring during the coincidence measurements is per-
formed in exactly the same way as during the measurements of fig. 4 the co-
incidence measurements are affected in the same way as the results of fig. 4.
Although it can not be concluded a priori that the re-emitted radiation is iso-
tropic (Eminyan et al 1974) Hollywood et al (1979) found experimentally
that it is isotropic to a very good approximation. If this is so, only the ampli-
tude of the angular correlation function is affected and not the positions of
the extrema. In that case the estimation of the errors in the T? and JU parame-
ters again is straight forward (contrary to the X, x case). Choosing the pressure
below 1.1 x 10~4 Pa the error in the measured photon intensity is smaller
than 3% (see fig. 4). As a result the error in VI - n2 is smaller than 3%, where-
as TJ is not affected at all by the resonance trapping. We must stress, however,
that this reasoning relies heavily on the findings of Hollywood et al that the
re-emitted resonance radiation is isotropic.

To test our apparatus concerning possible errors in the photon distribu-
tion we measured this distribution separately by varying the angle of the
channeltron. The results are given in fig. 5 where the photon intensity is given
as a function of the cosine squared of the detection angle. From this plot a
polarisation fraction for the resonance radiation «*P -*• \lS is derived of 0.52
± 0.02 at an energy of 29.6 eV. This value is in very good agreement with the
results of Mumma et al (1974).

4. Results
The sets of parameters X and x, V and M as well as the complex ratios ax/a0

(quantisation axis in the scattering plane) and a_%/ax (quantisation axis per-
pendicular to the scattering plane) all contain the same information. We will
present the results in terms of X, Ixl and r?, IMI • In table 1 we have collected
the anisotropy parameters as a function of the electron scattering angle for
an incident energy of 26.6 eV, in table 2 for an energy of 29.6 eV and in
table 3 the results are given as a function of energy at a fixed scattering angle
of 30°.

For 29.6 eV our results are displayed in figure 6 together with the experi-
mental results of McAdams et al (1980) and the calculated results of Fon et
al (1980), Scott (1976), Thomas et al (1974) and the first Born approxima-
tion. For this incident-electron energy the two sets of experimental data
(present and McAdams) are in better agreement with each other than with
any of the existing theories. A minor discrepancy between the two experi-
mental results concerns the small-angle minimum in X as a function of the
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Figure 6a. Aiiisotropy parameters X and i xl as a function of the electron scattering angle for
an incident electron energy of 29.6 eV. Experimental results: • present results, o McAdams
et al (1980). Theoretical results: — Fon et al (1980), McDowell (1982),
Thomas et al (1974), First Born Approximation.
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1.0-

40 80 120 160
Scattering angle of the electrons 6e(deg)

Figure 6b. Anisotropy parameters \n\ and J? as a function of the electron scattering angle
for an incident electron energy of 29.6 eV. Legend as in fig. 6a.
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Figure 7a. Anisotropy parameters X and I xl as a function of the scattering angle for an ener-
gy of 26.6 eV. For legend see fig. 6a.
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l 1—z—i 1 1
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Figure 7b. Anisotropy parameters \fi\ and r? as a function of the scattering angle for an
energy of 26.6 eV. For legend see fig. 6a.
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1.0-

26 30 34 38
Energy incoming electrons (eV )

Figure Sa. Anisotropy parameters X and I xl as a function of the energy for an electron scat-
tering angle of 30°. x Fon et al (1980), o McDowell (1982), ̂  Eminyan et al (1974). For
other legend see fig. 6.
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Table 1. Values of the orientation and alignment parameters as a function of the electron
scattering angle 0 for an incident-electron energy of 26.6 eV.

0e(deg)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

X

0.834 ±0.028
0.859+0.073
0.643 ± 0.105
0.470 ± 0.019
0.461 ± 0.054
0.292 ±0.025
0.229 ±0.037

IXl (rad)

0.644 ± 0.098
0,983 ±0.159
0.702 ± 0.161
0.744 ± 0.038
0.851 ±0.080
1.560 ±0.040
1.905 ±0.073

M(hJs)

0.447 ±0.107
0.603 ± 0.257
0.620 ± 0.233
0.676 ±0.051
0.750 ±0.331
0.910 ± 0.032
0.812 ±0.077

7? (rad)

2.414 ± 0.050
2.609 ±0.113
1.944 ±0.248
1.490 ±0.053
1.452 ±0.033
0.025 ± 0.026
-0.459 ± 0.066

Table 2. Values of the orientation and alignment parameters as a function of the electron
scattering angle 6e for an incident-electron energy of 29.6 eV.

0e(deg)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
105
110

X

0.711 ±0.012
0.608 ±0.013
0.485 ± 0.019
0.375 ± 0.028
0.385 ± 0.029
0.419 ± 0.034
0.426 ±0.030
0.317 ±0.033
0336 ±0.065
0.255 ± 0.035

IXl (rad)

0.708 ± 0.032
0.708 ± 0.024
0.852 ± 0.030
1.310 ±0.037
1.690 ±0.039
2.240 ± 0.0S4
2.430 ± 0.061
2.332 ± 0.065
2.260 ± 0.146
2.426 ±0.102

M(hJs)

0.583 ± 0.029
0.636 ± 0.033
0.752 ± 0.045
0.936 + 0.029
0.964 ± 0.047
0.773 ± 0.056
0.682 ± 0.056
0.680 ± 0.074
0.712 ±0.180
0.578 ±0.110

7? (rad)

2.119 + 0.023
1.854 ±0.033
1.526 ±0.058
0.781 + 0.030

-0.458 ± 0.044
-1.313 + 0.058
-1.487+0.086
-1.107 ±0.136
-1.070 ±0.192
-0.922 ± 0.094

Table 3. Values of the orientation and alignment parameters as a function of the energy of
the incoming electrons for a fixed scattering angle of 30°.

E(eV)

39.6
35.6
32.6
30.6
29.6
28.6
27.6
26.6

X

0.478 ± 0.016
0.551 ±0.015
0.577 ± 0.034
0.668 ± 0.009
0.711+0.012
0.790 ±0.013
0.767 ± 0.020
0.834 ± 0.028

IXl (rad)

0.809 ± 0.025
0.709 ± 0.037
0.647 + Q.0A0
0.689 ± 0.020
0.708 ± 0.032
0.616 ±0.036
0.720 ± 0.037
0.644 ± 0.098

iMKhJs)

0.716 ± 0.034
0.644 ±0.031
0.587 ± 0.043
0.598 ± 0.028
0.583 ± 0.029
0.471+0.041
0.53.5 ± 0.040
0.447 ± 0.107

T? (rad)

1.505 ±0.047
1.705 ±0.037
1.778 ±0.103
2.005 ± 0.020
2.119 ±0.023
2.293 ± 0.035
2.326 ± 0.044
2.414 ± 0.050
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scattering angle 6e, which seems somewhat more pronounced in our results.
Further McAdams et al find a somewhat larger value for the maximum of | xl
as a function of de than we do. From the comparison of experiment and
theory we conclude that the results for 17, which parameter is directly related
to the direction of the alignment, are very well reproduced by the distorted
wave-polarised orbital (DWPO) calculations of Scott and McDowell (Scott
1976 and McDowell 1982). For the JU parameter, the expectation value of
the transferred orbital angular momentum, the agreement is much less. As to
the /^-matrix calculations of Fon et al the situation is just reversed. Albeit
less pronounced similar conclusions can be drawn form the comparison be-
tween calculated and measured X and x parameters. Although each of the pa-
rameters X and x depends on both n and 17, the success of the R-matrix cal-
culation for I n\ can also be observed in the results for I xl; similarly the quali-
ty of the DWPO calculation for 17 is also visible in the calculation of X. The re-
sults of the 5-state /^-matrix calculation look very remarkable when they are
presented in terms of a.x/ax as a function of the scattering angle. The ex-
perimental and the calculated trajectories in the complex plane pass the origin
at different sides. It should be noted that the phase angle of the complex
number a_1/al is but poorly defined in the vicinity of the origin. In that
case the parameter | ju | is close to unity and the photon distribution is almost
isotropic. It is therefore difficult to determine the direction of the extrema.

Our results at an incident energy of 26.6 eV are displayed in figure 7. At
this low energy no other experimental data are available. Contrary to the
situation at 29.6 eV the /J-matrix calculations of Fon et al very well describe
the experimental results at 26.6 eV both for n and 17. This is not surprising
because this type of calculations is expected to be better for lower energies.

Figure 8 shows our measurements as a function of the incident-electron en-
ergy between 26 and 40 eV and at a fixed scattering angle of 30°. We note that
the phase difference x is more or less constant in the energy range considered.
Further we see that with decreasing energy X tends to its threshold value 1.
Translated in terms of TJ and /i we conclude that the angular momentum
transfer is fairly constant and that the principal axis of the polarisation ellips
of the decay radiation rotates as a function of the energy.

5. Discussion
Despite of the detailed information available it appears still difficult to de-
velop a consistent picture of the interaction between the electron and the
helium atom. A possible starting point for a discussion on this interaction
could be the behaviour of the expectation value <L> of the angular momen-
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Excitation of the 21 P state of helium

Figure 9a. An impression of the anisotropy parameters for 2'P excitation. X and Ixl are
given as a function of the energy from threshold to 80 eV and as a function of the scatter-
ing angle over the full angular range.
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Figure 9b. As figure 9a. Here the anisotropy parameters M and TJ.
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turn transfer to the atom as a function of the scattering angle of the electron.
This important parameter in the collision process, which is directly related to
the ^-parameter (or equivalently the Ô L1 -or the P3-Stokes parameter), has
been measured by several groups over a fairly large angular range and for
energies between 26 and 80 eV. A compilation of all existing data concerning
the anisotropy in the 2*P excitation is given in figure 9 (note that /z and not
|ju| is given; the sign is a result of the interpretation of the data). At 80 eV an
interesting feature can be observed. It appears (Hollywood et al 1979 and
Slevin et al 1980a,b) that at this energy <L> tends to zero as the scattering
angle approaches values around 60° (fi -* 0, Ixl -*• ir or O^l -*• 0 implies <L>
-*• 0). This may imply that < I > changes sign near that scattering angle. (The
experiment measures only the absolute value of fi, x or Of}..) Also some of
the theoretical results (Fon et al 1980) predict a passage through zero for
<L>. At lower energies of 50 and 60 eV there is definitely no change of sign
for <L> (see Slevin et al 1980a,b and McAdams et al 1980). At 29.6 eV
there are again strong indications that <L> changes sign as the scattering
angle reaches values around 100° (see fig. 5). The experimental data at 26.6
eV do not allow any conclusions, although the theoretical results of Fon et
al (1980) do predict a change of sign.

From the analysis of Kohmoto and Fano (1981) it follows that <L>
changes sign if the interaction between the electron and the atom changes
sign. It further follows that the contribution of each partial wave to <L>
changes sign if the corresponding phaseshift increases through IT. The latter
effect could cause <L> to go through zero if only one or a few partial waves
should contribute (for instance at very low energy). However, this would at
best produce a zero-crossing in <L> as a function of energy; not as a function
of the scattering angle, of which the phaseshifts are independent. The angular
dependence of <L> is given by an expansion in Vöfii

ï
Jt(cosÖc),where

Pk (cos 0e) is the Legendre polynomial of degree k. It is clear that one or a few
nodes may occur in <L> as a function of 6e if only one or a few partial
waves contribute.

On the basis óf the discussion in the previous paragraph one may now
arrive at the following interpretation of the experimental results. At the high-
er energies (80 eV) the semi-classical picture of Steph and Golden (1980) is
probably valid. They suggest that for small scattering angles the long-range
attractive potential due to the atomic polarisability is dominant and hence
that <L> is positive at the smaller angles. The latter conclusion is based on a
classical argument (see fig. 4 of Steph and Golden (1980)) and does not follow
from the quantum mechanical analysis of Kohmoto and Fano. It is supported,
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however, by a circular polarisation measurement on the 3MP excitation carried
out by Standage and Kleinpoppen (1976). As the scattering angle increases
the repulsive potential of the atomic electrons becomes more and more im-
portant, balances the attractive polarisation potential at some intermediate
angle, and finally dominates at the larger scattering angles. Thus at some angle
the interaction potential will change sign and, according to Kohmoto and Fa-
no, so will the angular momentum transfer. With the additional datum that
<L> = 0 for 6e = 0 and it (Kohmoto and Fano, 1981) the above reasoning
gives a reasonable qualitative explanation of the experimental data at 80 eV.

In the 50-60 eV energy region the angular momentum transfer keeps the
same (probably positive) sign over the whole angular range. We conclude that
in this energy range the interaction is dominated by the attractive potential
over the full angular range from 6e = 0 to 6e = it. The energy where this situa-
tion develops into the above mentioned one, depends of course on the dy-
namics of the collision system. It is obvious for instance that it depends
strongly on the polarisability of the atom. In the case of 3*P excitation the
polarisability is larger than in the 2lP case. In this interpretation this would
imply that the energy region in which the angular momentum transfer stays
positive for all scattering angles (or at least non-zero) should extend towards
higher energies. This appears to be in complete agreement with the measure-
ments of McAdams and Williams (1982) who observed that for 3*P excitation
at 80 eV the angular momentum does not change sign in a large region of the
scattering angle, contrary to the 2*P excitation at the same energy.

At energies near the excitation threshold there are (for the 2 ̂ excitation)
again strong indications for nodes (or at least minima) in < £ > as & function
of the scattering angle. In view of the results at 50 and 60 eV it is very unlike-
ly that these nodes result from a balance between attractive and repulsive
forces. It seems to us that they are rather due to the fact that only very few
partial waves contribute at these low energies. In that case, as discussed above,
one or a few nodes (or at least minima) may occur in <L> as a function of
Be, the locations of which are largely determined by the behaviour of the
Pk (cos 6e ) as a function of de. These nodes (minima) are of typically quantum
mechanical origin and cannot be understood in classical terms as is the case
for the results at 80 eV.

The above interpretation is still fragmentary and not fully satisfactory.
Further work, in particular from theoretical side, is clearly needed.
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IV
A scattered-electron cascaded-photon coincidence experiment on

the electron impact excitation of the 3*D state of helium

Abstract. A modified electron-photon coincidence experiment on the excitation of the 3' D
state of helium is suggested. The idea is to measure the scattered electrons, which have excited
the 3*D state, in coincidence with 2 l P -»• 1' S photons resulting from the 3'D -»• 21 P -> 1' S
cascade. Due to their large energy the latter can be detected with higher efficiency than the
directly emitted 3JD -* 2*P photons. A theory is developed to show that the proposed ex-
periment yields exactly the same information on the 3*D excitation as a conventional coin-
cidence experiment between scattered electrons and 3'D -*• 2 l P photons. Preliminary ex-
periments have been performed, in which the 3'D excitation is measured simultaneously
with the 3'S and 31 P excitation. The coincidence signal due to the 31 S excitation, with its
isotropic radiation field is used to calibrate the 3'P and 3'D measurements.

1. Introduction
Particle-photon coincidence experiments provide most detailed and some-
times even complete information about a scattering process. In particular for
the electron-helium collision system many experiments of this type have
been done (Eminyan et al 1973, 1974, 1975, Standage and Kleinpoppen
1976, Ugbabe et al 1977, Tan etal 1977, Sutcliffe etal 1978, Hollywood et
al 1979, McAdamsefa/1980, Slevin etal 1980, Steph and Golden 1980a, b).
All of these were restricted however to the 2XP and 31? states of helium. For
n1? excitation an electron-photon coincidence experiment provides a com-
plete determination of all collision parameters. For the non-resonance levels
of helium such an experiment has been considered unfeasible until now, main-
ly because of the necessity of detecting visible or infrared light which can
not be done quite as efficiently as detecting xuv radiation. In addition a
monochromator or filters must be used for selection of the spectral lines
concerned because in the electron channel the energy resolution will usually
be insufficient. On the other hand coincidence experiments on non-resonance
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levels are of interest because of the possibility of studying the excitation to
states with higher orbital angular momentum quantum numbers. There is an
upper limit to the angular momentum of the states for which a complete de-
termination of all collision parameters is possible. All information on the
anisotropy of an excited state must be extracted from the anisotropy of the
radiation field. In the case of dipole radiation the maximum number of mea-
surable and independent parameters of that field is nine. It has been pointed
out by Nienhuis (1980) that this number is reduced to five if the excitation
process has reflection symmetry with respect to a plane. For a complete de-
scription of the scattering amplitude for excitation of a D state five parame-
ters are needed if spin effects can be ignored. Nienhuis also demonstrated
that the five parameters which can be extracted from the radiation field are
sufficient to determine the D state completely immediately after the exci-
tation. So a complete electron-photon coincidence experiment is essentially
restricted to the excitation of S, P and D states.

In this chapter we propose a coincidence experiment on the excitation of
the 3*D state of helium in which the necessity of 668 run light detection is
avoided. The idea is to measure the scattered electrons resulting from 3*D
excitation in coincidence with the 2*P -»• 1*S photons resulting from the
3*D -»• 2*P -»• 1XS cascade. Schematically:

1- e; (Eo

K6681

hv (58.4

- 23.087

run)

nm)

eV)
detected
in
coincidence

He(l1S)

In the next section it will be pointed out that this experiment yields exactly
the same information as a 'conventional' coincidence experiment involving
the scattered electrons, which have excited a 3XD state, and the 3*D -» 2'P
photons. The actual measured coincidence signal consists of three contribu-
tions, as there are three excited levels 3*P, 3*S and 3'D from which the elec-
trons cannot be separated energetically. The separation is performed by using
the differences in the lifetimes of the three states instead of the methods of
Pochat et al (1973) or recently Kleinpoppen and McGregor (1980), who used
an interference filter in the photon channel.
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2. Polarisation properties of cascade photons
The fonnal analysis of the polarisation and the angular distribution of cas-
cade photons is best carried out in the density matrix formalism. The state
of the atom after excitation of a D state by an electron that is scattered in
the direction (0,0) is

I*D> = Mi_2aM(de,4>e)\2M> (2.1)

where aM are the scattering amplitudes for the indicated magnetic substates.
The density matrix determining the properties of the emitted photons is
then

P D = | * D > < * D I . (2.2)

Let us consider in general an atom in some initial excited state | e> that
emits two photons in cascade while decaying to the states I r> and | ƒ > suc-
cessively. If pe is the initial density matrix, the intensity of the photons emit-
ted in the first step with polarisation vector et is proportional to

hieO = ef-C1-e1 (2.3)

where the Cartesian matrix Cx is defined by its matrix elements (Nienhuis
1980)

Clta = TrrMi ,iPeHVi i, i = x,y,z (2.4)

where #*! is the electric-dipole operator of the atom between the excited state
| e > and the intermediate state \r>. The matrix C! specifies the polarisa-
tion properties and the angular distribution of the first photon.

The connection between pe and Cx is conveniently described in terms of
expansions in irreducible spherical tensors

l'\ k = O , 1 , . . . , 2/

(2.5)

and irreducible Cartesian matrices
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k = 0,1,2 (2.6)

with the spherical unit vectors

u±l =-^=(+1, -7,0) «o = (0,0, 1). (2.7)

If we expand

and

C » - J e . * ^ (2-9)
then one shows by using the Wigner-Eckart theorem that the two sets of ex-
pansion coefficients are related by a fc-dependent factor according to (Nien-
huis 1980)

in terms of reduced matrix elements.
A similar relation exists between the effective density matrix pr of the

intermediate state and the polarisation properties of the second photon as
described by the polarisation matrix C2. This effective density matrix, pr, is

Pr= . ï MÏ,,PeMu. (2.11)
i=x,y,z

The summation over three independent polarisation directions indicates that
the first photon has remained unobserved. One notices that the trace of
(2.11) over the magnetic substates is identical to the trace with respect to
the coordinates x, y and z of the matrix Cj as given by (2.4). This is due to
the fact that each photon emission in the first transition produces an atom in
the intermediate state. If we expand pr in spherical tensors TjUJ, the ex-
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pansion coefficients are related to the pe according to the equality

(2.12)

From inspection of (2.10) and (2.12) one notices immediately that the ex-
pansion coefficients clkqof the polarisation matrix of the first photon are
identical to the expansion coefficients pr ̂  of the effective density matrix of
the intermediate state if Jr = 1. This is the case for a lP state.

The polarisation matrix C2 of the second photon is defined by its matrix
elements

C2>l7 = TrX,P r M 2 i / (2-13)

and it determines the polarisation properties of the second photon. If we ex-
pand C2 in spherical components, the expansion coefficients c2 ^ are related
to the coefficients p in a manner similar to (2.10)

If *vl{

W)) \rM (2-14)

A complete measurement of the polarisation matrix C2 therefore fully
determines the expansion coefficients prkq for k = 0, 1 and 2. As a result of
(2.12) this also determines p^. for k = Ó, 1 and 2, provided that the propor-
tionality factors are non-zero. This is the case if Je and Jf are not less than 1.
Then the polarisation matrices C! and C2 contain the same information and
they both determine the initial orientation and alignment of the excited state

In the special case that Jf=0 and Jr = 1 the ratio c2la^/pr. is indepen-
dent of k, and pr = cl. , so that we may write

<W (2.15)

We conlude that for a XD -*• lP -»• *S transition the polarisation matrices Cr

and C2 of the first and the second photon are proportional to each other.
This means that the polarisation properties and the angular distribution of
both radiative transitions are indentical.
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We parametrise the scattering amplitudes aM for the substates \2M> of
the 3*0 state for scattering in the xz plane in the usual way according to the
definitions

|2 \ = | a o l 2 / a /i = 2|fll I2 /a
(2.16)

= argfl1/a0 ^

As a result of planar symmetry these parameters determine the five ampli-
tudes aM completely, apart from an overall phase factor. The angular distri-
bution of the detected photons can be characterised by the three parameters

dl =2V3"c1 2 0/c1 > 0 0 = - 3 V M ( 1 - X - / X ) C O S ^ - V 3 X ^ C O S X (2.17)

d2 = 2y/3cl22/cl0Q = - 2 V 3 M ( 1 ~ X - M ) COS(tfr + X ) - | M

which are proportional to the parameters D0,D1,D2 introduced by Nienhuis
(1980)t- The expressions (2.17) relate the spherical expansion coefficients
c i ka' an<* thereby Pe,kq, to the scattering amplitudes. The angular distribu-
tion of the 3*D -»• 2*P radiation (or equivalently, the 2'P -> 1*S cascade radi-
ation) detected in coincidence with the 3*D scattered electrons is now given
by

•\d2 cos207(l - cos207)

(2.18)

where Io is the radiative intensity integrated over all directions. The angles
0 and 6 refer to a co-ordinates frame with the zaxis along the incoming beam
and the x axis in the scattering plane. From a measurement of the angular
distribution of the cascade photons the parameters d0, dt and d2 are deter-
mined. A measurement of circular polarisation (which is problematic for xuv
radiation) can provide a value for the fourth parameterf

t The expressions for d, and p deviate from corresponding equations in Nienhuis (1980),
which are slightly in error.
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/» = 2iV§c l f l l /c l i 0 0 = -3V/i (1 - X- M) sin \jj - 3VJxjT sin X- (2.19)

This would yield a fourth independent relation between the four amplitude
parameters X, n, ty and x-

3. Experiment

In order to apply the method outlined above it is necessary to separate con-
tributions to the coincidence signal originating from excited states which
cannot be resolved energetically. The aim of this section is to demonstrate
that it is possible to perform this separation by making use of the differences
in lifetime of the excited states involved.

We have performed preliminary measurements at different photon detec-
tion angles at an electron scattering angle of 22° with respect to the incoming
beam and at an incident-electron energy of 32.9 eV. The apparatus used has
been described in detail by Westerveld (1979). For the sake of clarity a short
description will be given here. An unselected electron beam (FWHM « 0.30
eV) is crossfired with an atomic beam produced by a single needle. The beam
current is about 0.5 /xA and the pressure outside the atomic beam is 8.2 x 10"s

Pa (6 x 10~7 Torr). From the ratio of the scattered-electron signal measured
with only background gas (no atomic beam) and with the atomic beam on
(and the same background pressure in the vacuum tank), we concluded that
the average pressure in the interaction volume viewed by both the electron
and the photon detector is about a factor 20 higher than the background
pressure. Scattered electrons are energy selected with a hemispherical analy-
ser and detected with an electron multiplier. The analyser has virtual dia-
phragms in the entrance and exit planes of the hemispheres. The radii of the
spheres are 50.0 and 20.7 nm,respectively. Typical count rates for scattered
electrons, which have excited the n =3 states, are of the order of 2 kHz. Emit-
ted xuv photons are measured with a channeltron, which can be rotated in
the scattering plane as well as outside it. It is placed at a distance of 3 cm
from the scattering centre and covers a solid angle of 6 x 10~2 sr. Metasta-
bles are prevented from reaching the channeltron by a thin aluminium foil
which transmits about 15% of the xuv photons. The pulses from the electron
multiplier and from the channeltron are discriminated (without amplifica-
tion) by two snap-off discriminators (Elscint STD 1 and 2) which have a 1 mV
level. The shaped pulses from the discriminators are directly fed into the
time-to-amplitude converter (TAC-, Ortec467), which is started by the photon-
pulses. The position of the coincidence peak is determined by the velocity of
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the electrons and by the small difference in delay between electron and pho-
ton channels.

Electrons which have excited the 3*D state cannot be completely sepa-
rated from those which have excited the 3 % 33S, 3*P, 33P and 33D states
due to the limited energy resolution of the incident-electron beam and the
electron analyser. In the photon detector not only 2*P -*• 1*S radiation is de-
tected, but also radiation due to the decay of all other n*P levels to the
ground state. However, if the analyser is tuned to accept electrons which
have excited the 31D state, the height and the shape of the coincidence peak,
which is superimposed on a flat background of accidental coincidences, is sole-
ly determined by excitation of the 3*S, 3*P and 3*D states. The decay of the
33 P, 33 S and 33 D states does not produce photons in the wavelength region
where the channeltron is sensitive.

The contributions of the 3XS, 3*P and 3*D states to the coincidence peak
can be separated due to the differences in the lifetimes of these states. Since
the lifetimes of the 3*S and 3*D are much longer than that of the 3*P state
(55.2, 15.67 and 1.725 ns respectively, Wiese et al 1966), we expect the con-
tributions due to the 3*D and 31S excitation to be observed as a tail on the
coincidence peak. The transmission of the analyser for electrons which have
excited states other than the 3*D is reduced due to the mistuning of the anal-
yser for those states. For the 3lS state and the n = 4 singlet states especially
this is an important point. To obtain information about this reduction factor
R we consider a simplified and more realistic situation. Firstly, we assume
that both the energy distribution of the scattered electrons and the transmi-
sion of the analyser have a Gaussian shape. In this case the reduction factor
is found analytically from the convolution of these two profiles. The result is

R = exp[ - (In 8) (A£/A£ r)
2 ] (3.1)

where A£s is the difference between the optimum and the actual energy of
the transmitted electrons and AET is the overall energy resolution of the elec-
tron gun and the electron analyser (FWHM). The mistuning AEs amounts to
13 meV for the 3*P and 150 meV for the 3*S state. In our case, with an over-
all resolution of 0.6 eV, the factor J? is about 0.88 for the 3*S state and 0.07-
0.12 for the n = 4 states (the energy differences with the 3*D state range
from 0.60 to 0.67 eV). In the more realistic treatment we calculated numeri-
cally the convolution of the analyser profile, which was still assumed to be
Gaussian, with a Maxwellian energy distribution for the scattered electrons.
Even for a cathode temperature of 1200 K, which is about 200 K higher
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Figure J. (a) Electron-photon coincidence spectrum of helium for an incident-electron en-
ergy of 32.9 eV and a scattering angle of 22° with respect to the incident-electron beam.
The photon detector was positioned in the scattering plane at an angle of 45° with respect
to the electron beam. The peak in the time spectrum consists of three contributions: (i) co-
incidences between 3'P scattered electrons and 3*P -»• l ' S photons, (ii) coincidences be-
tween 3 ! D scattered electrons and 2 * P -»• 1 * S photons resulting from a 3 * D -• 2 ' P -• l 'S
cascade and (iii) coincidences between 3*S scattered electrons and 21P-* i * S photons re-
sulting from a 31 S -• 21 P -• 1J S cascade. The broadening of the right flank of the peak re-
flects the longer lifetimes of the 3 lD and 31 S states. The error bars represent two standard
deviations. The channel width is 1.38 ns.
(b) As (a), but at a photon detector angle of 90°.
(c) Electron-photon coincidence spectrum for the 21 P excitation of He for an incident-elec-
tron energy of 31.0 eV and a scattering angle of 22° with respect to the electron beam.
Photon detector angle is 126°.
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than the actual value, we find the same reduction factors for the n = 4 states.
On the basis of these reduction factors and the knowledge that the cross sec-
tions for the excitation of the n = 4 states are about 2.4 times smaller (n3

scaling law) than those for the corresponding n = 3 states, we conclude that
the contribution of the « = 4 states to the coincidence signal is not more
than a few per cent.

Preliminary results of our measurements are given in figure 1. The spectra
are time reversed so that increasing channel numbers correspond to increasing
time differences. The spectra l(a) and l(b) show a coincidence peak,mea-
sured with the analyser tuned to the energy loss of the electrons correspond-
ing to 3*D excitation and at an incident-electron energy of 32.9 eV. As dis-
cussed above the peaks in figures l(a) and l(b) consist of three distributions:
3*P scattered electrons in coincidence with 3'P -*• 1XS photons and further
3*D and 3*S scattered electrons in coincidence with 2*P -*• VS cascade pho-
tons. In the time spectrum of figure l(c) scattered electrons resulting from
2*P excitation were measured in coincidence with 2!P -*• 1*S photons. Here
the energy of the incoming electrons is 31.0 eV, so that the scattered elec-
trons have the same energy as in figures l(a) and \(b) and thus the coinci-
dence peak is at the same position in the time spectrum. Since the lifetime of
the 2*P state (0.58 ns, Williams and Fry 1968) is much smaller than the time
resolution of our coincidence apparatus (typically FWHM « 9 ns) the shape of
the peak gives a good impression of the apparatus function. It appears to have
a Gaussian profile. This was concluded from the very good fits of a Gaussian
distribution function to the measured 2XP coincidence peaks (reduced x2 val-
ues between 1.0 and 1.3). The shape of the coincidence peak of the 3*0-3'PO'S
excitation is described by a convolution of the sum of the three exponential
functions, which correspond to the decay of the 3*0, 3*P and 3'S states, with
the apparatus function. By fitting this convolution to the measured coinci-
dence peak, with the heights of the exponential functions as adjustable para-
meters, the contributions of the 3'D, 3*P and 3*S excitation can be separated.
The S^-S'P-S'S peak convoluted by the Gaussian apparatus function is de-
scribed by

" . - ƒ T. V I T T 2 T . I = S , P , D
A v A

2 [h.H(O

= S i A exp( — - - ) erfc[— (— - -
'^S.P.D 2T,- T. ' N / Ï f- T

)] (3.2)
',4
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where NQ is the number of true coincidences as a function of time, Hit') is
the Heaviside step function, fcD, hp and hs are the heights of the exponential
decay functions at t = 0 and rD, rp and rg are the lifetimes of the 3XD, 3XP
and 3XS states respectively. Finally erfc is the complementary error function
and TA/(2\/ln 4) is the time resolution (FWHM) of the apparatus. The results
of the fits are given by the full curves in figures \{a), (b), and (c). The time
resolutions found in the fitting procedures for the composed peak are, with-
in statistical error limits, the same as those in the 2*P measurements, which
indicates that the separation of the area under the peak in three contributions
is reliable. Since the inaccuracy of the separation is largely determined by
the time resolution of the apparatus, it is advantageous to work with a time
resolution which is as small as possible. In this experiment the time resolu-
tion was not very good. This fact, together with the limited accumulation
time of the data caused the statistical errors in our results to be fairly large.

We have chosen to represent the results as ratios of the 3*S, 3XP and 3XD
contributions because the ratios of two contributions are solely determined
by the shape of the peak and not affected by any variation of the coinci-
dence yields during the measurements (e.g. by a variation of the quantum ef-
ficiency of the channeltron). We have determined these ratios as a function
of the photon emission angle in the angular range 45 to 126°. Figure 2 dis-
plays the results for an incident-electron energy of 32.9 eV and an electron
scattering angle of 22°.

Since it is a priori known that the electron-photon coincidence rate due
to excitation of the 3XS state gives an isotropic radiation field, the 3'S signal
can conveniently be used as a calibration of the 3*P and 3*D results. There-
fore the ratios given in figures 2(a) and (b) are proportional to the electron-
photon angular correlations for the 3XD and the 3XP states respectively.

The inaccuracy of the cross section ratios presented is mainly caused by
the statistical error in the 3XS contribution. Although the statistical errors
may be large, most sources of systematic error should be eliminated because
of calibration with the help of the isotropic photon distributions from the
3XS state. The remaining sources of systematic error are (i) the contribution
of the n = 4 states to the coincidence signal, (ii) resonance trapping of the
2*P -* 1XS radiation between the scattering centre and the photon detector
and (iii) a possible non-uniform distribution of the accidental coincidences in
the time spectrum. As already mentioned the contribution of n = 4 states is
very small. Also resonance trapping is negligible because the count rate of
the single-photon events was found to be proportional to the pressure in a
pressure range around the actual measuring pressure. Finally, figure 1 indi-
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Figure 2. Ratios of the electron-photon coincidence rates for the 31 S, 3'P and 3'D states
of helium as a function of the photon detector angle. The energy of the incoming electrons
is 32.9 eV and the scattering angle is 22° with respect to the incoming beam. The emitted
photons are detected in the scattering plane, (a) The ratio S'D/S1 S, (è) the ratio 3 ' P/3' S
and (c) the ratio 3 l D/31 P. The error bars represent two standard deviations.
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cates that the background in the time spectrum is rather uniform.
By fitting the angular correlation function (see Hollywood et al 1979

equation (2))

N = X sin207 + (1 - X) cos207 - 2y/\(l-\) cosx sin 07cos 6y (3.3)

to the results of figure 2(b) we find X = 1.1 ± 0.5. This result should of course
be interpreted as X = 1.0 to.4- Although no calculations nor other measure-
ments in this energy and angular range exist we may expect a rather large val-
ue of X because the scattering angle of the electrons is small (22°) compared
with the angle of 73° where (on the basis of simple momentum consider-
ations) a minimum value of X is expected. For the 2*P excitation McAdams
(1980) found X = 0.73 ± 0.03 at the same energy and scattering angle.

4. Conclusion
We believe that the proposed variant of the usual electron-photon coinci-
dence experiment extends the experimental possibilities. It can be advanta-
geous to detect the cascade photons instead of the directly emitted ones be-
cause, (i) in general cascade photons have more energy, (ii) it may give the
opportunity to calibrate a photon distribution with an isotropic radiation
field due to the decay of an S state. We have shown that in general the angu-
lar distribution and the polarisation properties of the cascade photons con-
tain the same information as the primary photon emitted by the excited
state. In the special case of a *D -*• *P -»• lS cascade the two photon fields
have identical polarisation properties and angular distributions. The cascade
method is however restricted to those cases where the lifetimes of the states,
which are not energetically resolved, differ significantly and the lifetime of
the intermediate (cascading) state is sufficiently small. It is shown experi-
mentally that in the case of the 3*D state of helium the method is feasible.
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Chapter

V
Measurement of complex scattering amplitudes for electron

impact excitation of the 3'D and 3*P states of helium

Abstract. In a scattered-electron cascaded-photon coincidence experiment we studied the
electron impact excitation of the n = 3 singlet states of helium for incident-electron ener-
gies between 28 and 46 eV and for a scattering angle of 35°. This was done by measuring
the angular distribution of the 31 P -* 11S and 21 P -* 1' S photons (the latters resulting
from the 3*0(3 * S) -> 2*P -*• I1 S cascade) in coincidence with the « = 3 scattered elec-
tron, both in the scattering plane and in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the
incoming electrons.

At an incident-electron energy of 45.6 eV we found a small 3*D contribution to the
coincidence peak. The 3'P results at this energy are in perfect agreement with previously
reported experimental data. At an energy of 34.6 eV this is not the case. At this and low-
er energies we observe, apart from the dominant 3'P contribution, a significant 3*D con-
tribution to the coincidence signal. We present new experimental data for the orientation
and alignment of both excitations at 34.6, 31.5 and 28.5 eV and for the ratios of the
cross sections at these energies.

1. Introduction

It is generally known by now that an electron-photon angular correlation ex-
periment yields information about a scattering process, which is far more de-
tailed than that obtained from the more conventional experiments where ei-
ther the photon or the electron is left unobserved. As has been shown repeat-
edly in recent years this information provides very sensitive tests for scatter-
ing theories. Especially the electron impact excitation of the 2*P state of he-
lium (references see chapter III), and to a less extent the 3JP state (Eminyan
etal 1975, Standage and Kleinpoppen 1976, Crowe etal 1981 and McAdams
and Williams 1982) has been investigated very successfully with help of this
coincidence technique. More difficult but very important is the analogous
experiment with atomic hydrogen, because the simpler electron-hydrogen
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system is better accessible for scattering theories. However, the analysis is
complicated due to the degeneracy of states with different orbital angular
momenta. In the case of helium it would be interesting to extend the elec-
tron-photon coincidence experiments to the 23P and the 3!D states. Com-
parison of the 23P results with those for 2*P excitation would provide valu-
able information about the exchange mechanism. The fact that this experi-
ment has not been carried out, is probably due to the long lifetime (90 ns) of
the 23 P state (resulting in broad coincidence peaks and consequently large
corrections for accidental coincidences) together with the inefficiency of
photomultipliers for 23P -*• 23 S (1083 nm) radiation. A study of the 3'D ex-
citation would be interesting because larger angular momentum transfers are
involved in this excitation process, which probably require a stronger inter-
action between the incident electron and the target atom. The obvious ex-
periment (namely detection of 3XD scattered electrons in coincidence with
3*D -* 2*P photons) has not been carried out so far. An alternative but equiv-
alent experiment was performed by us (chapter IV). In that experiment the
scattered electrons resulting from the 3*D excitation were measured in coin-
cidence with the 2*P -> 1*S photons resulting from the 3*D -»- 2XP -+ l'S cas-
cade. The present contribution may be considered as an extension of that
work.

It was shown in chapter IV that the angular distribution and the polarisa-
tion properties of the coincident cascade photons (2'P -*• 1*S) are identical
to those of the directly emitted (3*D -*• 2*P) photons. The theoretical angu-
lar correlation function for the cascade photons, as derived in chapter IV,
contains three parameters, which can be determined by fitting the theoreti-
cal curve to the measured data. A fourth parameter can be obtained from a
measurement of circular polarisation. These four parameters are, however,
rather complicated functions of the excitation amplitudes and their relative
phases. In fact the derived parameters provide four complicated and non-lin-
ear equations for the excitation amplitudes and phases. As in the present ex-
periment no circular polarisation can be measured the approach of chapter
IV would lead to the determination of only three parameters and thus three
complicated relations between the four collision parameters. Although these
relations can be used to test scattering theories the situation is not quite sat-
isfactory. In the next section we will show that things may be improved con-
siderably by deriving the angular correlation function in a co-ordinate frame,
where the z-axis (quantisation axis) is chosen perpendicular to the scattering
plane. Just as for the 2XP excitation (chapter III) it will appear that in that
case the three parameters in the angular correlation function have a much
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clearer physical meaning; they determine three equations for the four excita-
tion parameters which are to a large extent uncoupled. After all this is not
surprising because, contrary to the incident-beam direction, the direction
perpendicular to the scattering plane really represents an axis of symmetry in
an electron-photon coincidence experiment.

In section 4 we will present our experimental data on the 3'D excitation
obtained with the cascaded-photon scattered-electron coincidence method
together with the 3*P results. These will be analysed in terms of amplitudes
and phases for the excitation of the various substates; the latters being re-
ferred to a quantisation axis perpendicular to the scattering plane. Finally in
section 5 we will try to interprete the results obtained in terms of a simple
physical picture.

2. Theory

Since the ground state of the helium atom is a pure state and the excitation
process is a coherent one the excited state is also a pure one. Hence the state
vector of the 3*D state after the collision may be written as a coherent super-
position of the various magnetic substates,

(2.1)

where the complex numbers aM are the excitation amplitudes. If the quanti-
sation axis is taken along the incident-electron beam an obvious parametrisa-
tion of the scattering amplitudes is (Nienhuis 1980 and chapter IV)

a=\ao\
2 +2 |a , | 2 +2 |a 2 | 2 \=\ao\

2/a n = 2|fll I2 la
i , , (2.2)

X = argfl1/fl0 y = arg a2/a1.

Together with the symmetry relations ax = - a_! and a2 =a_2 the parame-
ters (2.2) describe the anisotropy of the 3'D state. As mentioned in the in-
troduction the angular distribution of the coincident 3*D -»• 2*P photons is
identical with that of the coincident 2XP -*• PS photons resulting from the
3*D -> 2*P -* PS cascade. In the scattering plane this distribution is given by
(see chapter IV):

Nc(ey)^a[2-±(d0 +d2)-\0d0+d2 )cos207 + \dx

(2.3)
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and in the plane perpendicular to the incident-electron beam

Nc (*7) ~ a [ 2 + \d0 + J d2 cos 20T ] (2.4)

with

= - 3Vju( l - X-M)COSI/ / ->/3XMCOSX (2.5)

X - M ) COS (^ + x ) - f M

With help of a circular-polarisation measurement we could obtain the rest of
the information contained in the radiation field; i.e. the parameter

p = -3VV(1 - X- pi) sin i//- 3v3X/zsinx- (2.6)

Equations (2.5) are the complicated relations for X, n, x and \}/ that where
mentioned in the introduction. Andersen (1982) noticed that even in the
case that all information of the radiation distribution is obtained, so in the
case that also the fourth parameter p is determined, the set of equations (2.5)
and (2.6) can not be solved in an unique way. One may show that two inde-
pendent solutions exist and the choice between these two must be made on
other grounds than the coincidence experiment under consideration.

For the 2*P problem the choice of a quantisation axis perpendicular to
the scattering plane led to a theoretical expression for the radiation distribu-
tion which displayed a much more transparant relation between the observed
radiation pattern and the anisotropy parameters of the excited atom (see e.g.
chapter III or Hermann and Hertel 1980). Therefore we will use the same
procedure here for the analysis of the 3*D coincidence experiment.

Taking the quantisation axis (and thus the z-axis) perpendicular to the
scattering plane reflection symmetry with respect to the scattering plane re-
quires:

a1=a_1=0 (2.7)

With help of (2.1) and (2.7) we may now express the density matrix pD, de-
fined by

I (2.8)
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and the polarisation matrix C defined by (see e.g. Nienhuis 1980) its elements

Cn = Tr MJ PDM7- *,/ = x, y, z (2.9)

in terms of the excitation amplitudes aM (j* is the electric dipole operator be-
tween the 3*D and the 2*P state). Because in our case the polarisation matric-
es for the direct and the cascade radiation are indentical we will not distin-
guish them and denote both by C.

3|a2!
2 + 3|fl_2 P + laol

2 3i(|a2 |lfl-2l )
Re (aofl* +a-2flo ) -y/6lm(aoa* +öf l* )

, . 3 i ( | a 2 | 2 - | a_ 2 I2) 3|a2 |2+3|a_2 |2+|fl0 l2

* 1 fi Im(fla* + aat) + y/6 Re(a0a*2

0 0 4|ao|2

(2.10)

In case that the detection is insensitive for polarisation the radiation distribu-
tion N(A) is given by

TiC-n.C.n (2.11)

With help of (2.10) and (2.11) we are now able to give the analogous expres-
sions for (2.3) and (2.4) in the new co-ordinate frame. Introducing the fol-
lowing parametrisation for the excitation amplitudes

| = \a01
2 /a ? = arg[ (aofl* + a_2a% ) fa0]

(2.12)
v = \aoat +a.2aj|/a w=(|a2|2 - |a_2|

2 )/a

where a = la2 I
2 + \a0 I* + la_2 I

2 is the differential cross section, we get
for the angular distribution of the radiation in the scattering plane

Nc(<f>y) ^ erg + i f + 6"5 v cos(207- ? )] (2=13)

and for the radiation in the plane perpendicular to the incident-electron beam

# c(07) ^ a[l ~ U ~ i 6" 2 v cosf + ( | - i f + \6~ *» cos f ) cos 2 6y]

(2.14)
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It is clear that a measurement of these two distributions determines the first
three of the parameters (2.12). The fourth parameter <o can be obtained on-
ly when a circular-polarisation measurement is performed. Apart from a fac-
tor of 2, co is equal to the expectation value of the orbital angular momen-
tum transfer to the atom

r > = 2 ( | a 2 l 2 - |a_2|2 )/a (2.15)

(The expectation values of the x- and ^-components of L are zero). Thus an
experiment without a circular-polarisation measurement can only give an up-
per limit for the expectation value of the orbital angular momentum transfer.
This upper limit is given by

<LZ> < 2 ( a - |ao l2) /a = 2(1 - £) (2.16)

As expected the choice of the quantisation axis perpendicular to the scat-
tering plane indeed leads to more transparant relations between the scatter-
ing amplitudes and the quantities that can be determined from the electron-
photon coincidence experiment. Summarising: in an experiment without po-
larisation analysis, hence in our experiment, we can determine \a0 I

2 and
af + a_2. From an experiment with polarisation measurements one can in
principle determine the absolute values of all scattering amplitudes. The in-
formation about the phase difference is contained in the quantity af + a_2.
With this information the complex scattering amplitudes aM can be calculat-
ed except for the fact that we can not determine the sign of arg(a2 — a*2).
So an interchange of the values of these two quantities would not be observed
in an electron-photon coincidence experiment. Possible ways to get out of
this dilemma are (i) to prefer one of the two solutions on theoretical grounds,
(ii) to observe radiation of the electric quadrupole transition. The latter pos-
sibility is not very realistic in most cases because of the very low intensities
of the quadrupole radiation. It is, however , not too bad to live with this am-
biguity since the most important aspect of this kind of experiments is to test
scattering theories and this is not seriously affected by the ambiguity.

3. Experiment
The experiments are performed in the same way as described in chapter IV,
with an apparatus which is described in detail in chapter III. Shortly: an elec-
tron beam of adjustable energy is cross-fired with a thermal helium beam ef-
fusing from a narrow capillary. The scattered electrons are selected on angle
and energy; the latter selection being good enough to separate n = 3 from
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n = 4 states, but insufficient to separate states with different orbital angular
momentum quantum numbers. De-excitation radiation is detected with help
of a channeltron shielded by three grids and a thin foil (in order to prevent
charged particles and metastables from contributing to the signal).

A few improvements have been made, the most important being a reduc-
tion of the distance between the channeltron and the scattering centre from
35 to 17 mm (solid angle now 0.17 sr) in order to increase the counting rate.

In principle the measurements consist of a set of measured time spectra
(at different photon emission angles) of coincidences between n*P -*• 1*S
photons and scattered electrons that have excited a n = 3 singlet state. The
separate contributions of the 3*S, 3*P and 3*D states are determined by fit-
ting the sum of the exponential decay functions involved (convoluted with a
Gauss function representing the time resolution) to each of the measured
coincidence peaks. This has been written out explicitly in formula (3.2) of
chapter IV. An empirical curve consisting of a constant and a slightly oscilla-
ting curve superimposed on it is fitted to the background of accidental coin-
cidences. The maximum amplitude of the oscillating function was typically
2-3 % of the constant component of the background. In fact the shape of
this background function is determined by fitting the more or less arbitrary-
ly chosen function v

A[l+Bexp j -Ca-Z))J2 &in(E + Ft)] (3.1)
to the sum of a series (10 to 20) of time spectra. In (3.1) A to F are adjusta-
ble constants and t is the time difference between the arrival of photon and
electron pulses. We have taken into account these small background oscilla-
tions (which are barely visible in the separate spectra) to be sure that the elec-
tronic imperfections of the equipment do not influence the experimental re-
sults. When only the area under the peak is of interest it is not necessary to
take the small oscillations into account. In our case, however, where also the
precise form of the peak plays a role, they may have some influence. We
have observed that the effect is the same for different peaks of one series, so
that the angular dependence is hardly affected; only the average value of the
coincidence rate is influenced.

The numbers of detected coincidences, measured at different photon de-
tection directions in the scattering plane, are normalised, as usual, on the num-
bers of detected scattered electrons. It should be realised, however, that such
a normalisation procedure does not take into account variations (with time)
of the photon detection efficiency. In our measurements in the plane per-
pendicular to the incident beam (loosely termed the out-of-plane measure-
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Figure 1. A series of time spectra resulting from an electron-photon coincidence experiment for the n = 3 singlet states of
helium measured at an incident-electron energy of 31.5 eV and a scattering angle of 35°. The photons are detected in the
scattering plane at various angles 0 with the incident beam. One channel represents 1.38 ns. Although the spectra have
been shifted vertically to correct for the background of accidental coincidence, they are all on the same scale.
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ments) no normalisation is needed. From these measurements we only deter-
mine the ratio of the coincidences due to the 3*D and 3XP excitation. This
ratio is independent of any normalisation. The out-of-plane distribution of
the 3*P decay radiation is fully determined by the X parameter (see e.g. for-
mula of Tan et al 1977 or (2.16) in chapter III). As we know the value of X
(also normalisation free) from the measurements in the scattering plane, we
can determine the angular distribution of the coincident photons, resulting
from 3*D excitation, in the plane perpendicular to the incoming beam. In
chapter IV the 3*0 and 3*P coincidence signals were normalised to the corre-
sponding 3*S coincidence signal which is independent of the photon detec-
tion angle. This method is not used here because at the presently investigated
scattering angle the 3*S cross section (which is extremely angular dependent;
see e.g. Chutjian and Thomas 1975) is so small that it can be (and in fact has
been) neglected with respect to the 3XP and 3XD contributions.

4. Results
The experimental results that are reported here are all obtained at a scattering
angle of 35°. The following incident-electron energies were chosen: 28.5,
31.5, 34.6 and 45.6 eV. The measurements at 45.6 eV have been performed
mainly to check whether our method and analysis do not give rise to spurious
3XD contributions. Because of the rapid rise (with energy) of the 3*P differ-
ential cross section one may be fairly confident that around 45 eV the 3XD
cross section is appreciably smaller than the 3*P cross section. This should be
brought out in our experiment. Indeed we find that at 45 eV the average
(over all photon angles) 3XD contribution to the coincidence peak is about
14% of the 3*P contribution, whereas at 28.5 eV we find 46% . And what is
more, the X and x values for the 3XP excitation we find at 45.6 eV are in ex-
cellent agreement with those found by Crowe et al (1981).

in figure 1 a typical series of the time spectra is shown for an incident-elec-
tron energy of 31.5 eV. The time resolution of the apparatus is about 9 ns.
The asymmetry of the peaks due to the long lifetime (15.7 ns) of the 3*D
state is clearly brought out. The 3*D and 3*P angular-correlation curves re-
sulting from the series are given in figure 2. From the 3*P correlation curve
shown in the figure and from similar curves measured at other energies aniso-
tropy parameters are extracted, which are shown in figure 3 and in table 1.

The X values from this table, together with the measured 3'D/3XP ratios
of the out-of-plane coincidence rates, are used to determine the 3XD radia-
tion distribution in the plane perpendicular to the scattering plane. As shown
in section 2 the angular distributions in the scattering plane and in the plane
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Excitation of the 31 P and 3*D state of helium
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Figure 2. Angular distribution of photons in the scattering plane measured in coincidence
with the scattered electrons for excitation and decay of the 3'D state (top) and the 3' P
state (bottom). The curves have been derived from the data of figure 1.
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Chapter V

perpendicular to the incoming beam have the form:

c Cx)] (4.1)

and

Nc(6) *\/ A 2 [l+B2 cos 2 0 ] (4.2)

respectively. The errors in the parameters A\, Bx and Cx are strongly corre-
lated. This is also the case for the errors in A2 and B2. Therefore in the fit-
ting procedure we have not only determined the best fits together with the
errors foiAi} Bu Cls A2 and B2 but also the correlation coefficients between
all combinations of errors. From the intermediate results we can determine
the anisotropy parameters £, v and f. In the accompanying calculation of the
error propagation we have explicitly taken into account all these correlations.
All errors are assumed to be so small that their propagation can be consid-
ered to be lineair. The results are given in table 2.

The ratios of the differential cross section o^^/o^^ given in the last
column of table 2 and figure 4 are determined from an integration of the
3*D and 3*P coincidence rates over all photon detection directions in the
scattering plane. In the 3*P case the result of this integration is proportional
to the differential cross section independent of the anisotropy parameters. In
the 3*D case this is not true and we find that the result of the integration is
proportional to a ( j + \%). So

a3 D /a 3 l p =\ (i + i e)"1 ƒ iVc3,D30//iVc 3,p 30 (4.3)

In the situations where the value of % is not known or very poorly known the
error in the given cross section ratio also accounts for the possibility that the
uncertainty of i- may cover the whole accessible range of £. The results for
03>D

 a3lp m a y t>e compared with the first-order many-body calculations of
Chutjian and Thomas (1975), although both in the experimental and theo-
retical results interpolations have to be performed before they can be com-
pared. At an incident-electron energy of 40 eV and a scattering angle of 35°
we estimate from the experimental results o3tD/o3if = 0.24 ± 0.08 and for
the calculations o3iD/a3,p = 0.055. For an energy of 29.2 eV and the
same scattering angle we find experimentally 0.47 ± 0.09, whereas the calcu-
lations of Chutjian and Thomas give 0.043. For both energies the experimen-
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Excitation of the 21 P state of helium

28 32 36 40 44
Energy incident electrons(eV)

Figure 3a. Anisotropy parameters X and | xl as a function of the incident electron energy
for an electron scattering angle of 35°.
• present results, o Crowe et al (1981), First Born approximation, ^ preset
results, assuming no 3*D contrinbution to the coincidence peak.
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Excitation of the 3*P and 3*D state of helium

tal result leads to a significant higher cross section for 3*D excitation (com-
pared to 3*P excitation) than the calculations of Chutjian and Thomas.

As already mentioned at the beginning of this section our 3'P results at
45.6 eV, where the 3'P contribution to the coincidence rate is expected to
be dominant, are in excellent agreement with those of Crowe et al (1981).
At 34.6 eV, however, the agreement is not quite so good. We tend to believe
that this discrepancy is for the greater part due to the assumption of Crowe
et al that also at 34.6 eV their measured coincidence peaks are solely caused
by 3*P excitation. To check this we re-analysed our 34.6 eV data adopting the
assumption of Crowe et al that the 3*D contribution is negligible. The result
was that our j MI and I Xl for 31? excitation shifted to values which no longer
deviated significantly from those reported by Crowe et al. For X and rj the
rather large discrepancies remained (see fig. 3). This indicates that not all of
the disagreement between our 34.6 eV results and those of Crowe etal can
be ascribed to the assumption of the latter authors that the 3 ̂ contribution

32 36 40 44
Energy incident e lectrons (eV)

Figure 4. Ratio of the differential cross section for excitation of the 3 ' D and 3' P states
as a function of the incident-electron energy for a scattering angle of 35°.
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Table 1. Measured orientation and alignment parameters for the 3'P excitation in helium
at various energies of the incident electrons and for a fixed scattering angle of 35°

E(eV)

28.5
31.5
34.6
34.6f
45.6
45.6t

X

0.798 ± 0.019
0.651 +0.021
0,572 ±0.031

(0.568 ±0.017)
0.455 ± 0.029

(0.460 ± 0.019)

Ixl(rad)

cuio±°o.i?S
0.552 ± 0.077
0.489 ±0.109

(0.745 ± 0.037)
0.998 ± 0.047
(1.06 ±0.030)

UIOUs)

0.161 ±0.104
0.454 ± 0.073
0.425 ± 0.091

(0.670 ± 0.025)
0.863 ± 0.023

(0.871 ±0.013)

TJ (rad)

2.211 ±0.014
1.920 ±0.037
1.741 ±0.061

(1.759 ±0.041)
1.406 ±0.112

(1.412 ±0.013)

' Values between parathesis are derived under the assumption that only the 31 P excitation
gives a contribution to the observed coincidence peaks.

Table 2. Measured anisotropy parameters for the 3'D excitation in helium at various ener-
gies of the incident electrons and for a fixed scattering angle of 35°. The last column gives
the experimentally derived cross section ratios 03115/031 p-

E(eV) \ v S (rad)

28.5
31.5
34.6.
45.6

0.57
0.35
0.00

±0.20
+ 0.20
+ 0.53
~~ 0.00

1.00
0.42
0.81

±0.23
+ 0.13
±0.45

2.18 ±0.20 0.46 ±0.09
2.49 ±0.15 0.48 ±0.07
2.43 ± 0.37 0.32 ± 0.06

0-17±o.o2

is negligible compared to the 3*P contribution.

5. Discussion

Comparison of the available experimental and theoretical data has indicated
that it is extremely difficult to give a quantitative explanation of the mea-
sured anisotropy parameters for electron impact excitation in the intermedi-
ate energy regime. While for the 3*P excitation in helium the situation is al-
ready quite unsatisfactory one may expect that for 3*D excitation (for which
case no calculation have been published as yet) it will be even worse. Never-
theless we will try to give a qualitative interpretation of some of our results
using simple arguments based on the first Born approximation (FBA). Of
course the incident energies in the present study are too low for the FBA to
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Table 3. Scattering amplitudes and anisotropy parameters calculated in the Born-appoximation. The scattering amplitudes are
denoted in units of the square root of the full differential cross section.

state quantisation axis
substate in scattering plane perpendicular to incident beam

scattering amplitude anisotropy parameter scattering amplitude anisotropy parameter 51
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Chapter V

explain all aspects of the collision process; but there may be some aspects, in
particular those which depend less on the details of the dynamics, where the
FBA may not fail altogether.

In the FBA the excitation amplitudes aM with M =É O vanish if the quanti-
sation axis is taken along the momentum transfer direction. Making a trans-
formation to a more convenient quantisation axis (for instance the incident
beam direction or the direction perpendicular to the scattering plane) all ex-
citation amplitudes (relative to the differential cross section a = 2 \aM\2)
are only determined by the angle between the momentum transfer and the
incident-beam direction. Choosing the quantisation axis (z-axis) perpendicu-
lar to the scattering plane we have

aM =\f°Y*iM<~ ! , - W 4 T T / ( 2 Z + 1) (5.1)

where the Y ^ are the spherical harmonics and <j>k is the angle between the
momentum transfer and the direction of the incident electrons in the new
co-ordinate frame. Since the total momentum of atom and electron is con-
served the direction 0fc is completely determined by the energy of the in-
coming electrons and the scattering angle.

An inventarisation of the FBA predictions for the 'D and *P excitations with different
choices of the quantisation axis is given in table 3. Note that the cross section for excita-
tion of the M = 0 substates is one quarter of the full differential cross section indepen-
dently of the scattering angle and the incident energy. Also for the v parameter a constant
value is found. Further it is known that within the FBA there is no angular momentum
transfer; sow = 0.

At a fixed incident energy 0fc as a function of the scattering angle has an ex-
treme for a particular scattering angle; namely that scattering angle for which
the momentum transfer is perpendicular to the scattering direction. This ex-
treme is of purely geometrical origin and in view of (5.1) it is tempting to as-
sume that it is the cause of the small angle minimum in \, r\ and f as a func-
tion of the scattering angle.

The direction * of the alignment is in the FBA given by the direction of
the momentum transfer. This would give rise to a maximum in the photon
intensity in a direction perpendicular to the momentum transfer. At incident

' By the direction of the alignment we mean the direction of the shortest principle axis in
the scattering plane of the ellipsoide, which is represented by r. <LL>. r = 1. We use
this ellipsiode as a representation of the symmetric alignment tensor <LL>.
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Excitation of the 31 P and 3*D state of helium

energies of 28.6, 31.5, and 34,6 eV the latter direction is both for 3'P and
3*D excitation at 2.4, 2.2 and 2.0 rad, respectively. On the other hand the
direction of maximum intensity is given by 77 + kir for 3!P (see 2.19) of chap-
ter II) and by f + kTrfo^D see 2.13 of this chapter). Tables I and II show
that in most cases the measured directions of maximum intensity deviate not
more than 15 a 20° from the FBA predictions. Thus the FBA predictions for
the alignment appear to be much better than for the orientation ( < I z > = 0
according to FBA). This may be explained by the conjecture that the details
of the interaction are much more important for the final result for the orien-
tation <Lz> than for the alignment.
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Samenvatting

Een atoom dat aangeslagen wordt door een botsing met een elektron zal over
het algemeen in een anisotrope toestand geraken. Hiermee wordt bedoeld dat
de bevolkings- of excitatie-amplitudines niet even groot zijn voor alle magne-
tische subtoestanden en dat er bovendien faseverschillen tussen de amplitudi-
nes kunnen zijn. Deze anisotropie, die in het algemeen zowel van geometri-
sche factoren als van de energie en de verstrooiingshoek van het elektron af-
hangt, zien we terug in een anisotropie bij de hoekverdeling van de straling
die wordt uitgezonden bij verval van de aangeslagen toestand. Omgekeerd
kunnen hoekverdelingsmetingen van de vervalstraling informatie geven over
de verschillende (complexe) excitatie-amplitudines.

Wat er van deze anisotropie waargenomen kan worden, hangt sterk van
de opzet van het experiment af. In dit proefschrift hebben we steeds te ma-
ken met een experiment waarbij een elektronenbundel op een atomair doel-
witgas geschoten wordt. De verstrooide elektronen of de uitgezonden foto-
nen of beide kunnen dan waargenomen worden. Wanneer we ons tot de de-
tectie van fotonen beperken en de verstrooide elektronen niet detecteren, be-
staat het waargenomen signaal uit een mengsel van de uitkomsten van vele
verschillende verstrooiingsprocessen, allemaal met verschillende verstrooiings-
hoeken van het elektron. Als de begintoestand van het atoom ongepolariseerd
is, is het duidelijk dat het waargenomen fotonensignaal axiaal symmetrisch is
rond de as van de inkomende bundel. Experimenten met deze symmetrie bie-
den niet de mogelijkheid om de faserelatie tussen de verschillende excitatie-
amplitudines te bepalen. Wel kunnen ze informatie verschaffen omtrent de
zogenaamde partiële werkzame doorsneden QM voor excitatie van de diverse
magnetische subniveaus (geïntegreerd over alle verstrooiingshoeken). Op
grond van reflectiesymmetrie ten opzichte van vlakken door de bundelas geldt
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QM = Q_M (indien althans, zoals vaak gebruikelijk, de quantisatie-as langs de
elektronenbundel wordt gekozen). De anisotropie die overblijft (de verdeling
over de subniveaus met verschillende \M\ waarden) kan onderzocht worden
door meting van de polarisatie of van de hoekverdeiing van de uitgezonden
fotonen.

Een andere experimentele mogelijkheid vormt de detectie van de ver-
strooide elektronen. Omdat dan de uitgezonden fotonen niet worden waarge-
nomen, is het resultaat een sommatie over alle verschillende subtoestanden
van de aangeslagen toestand die onderzocht wordt. In dit geval wordt de dif-
ferentiële werkzame doorsnede verkregen. De symmetrie is hier hetzelfde als
in het vorige geval waar de fotonen gedetecteerd werden.

Het is duidelijk dat er veel meer informatie uit een experiment verkregen
kan worden als zowel het inelastisch verstrooide elektron als het uitgezonden
foton, dat van dezelfde botsing afkomstig is, beide waargenomen worden. Dit
gebeurt in een zogenaamd elektron-foton coïncidentie-experiment, of ook
wel hoekcorrelatie-experiment. In zo'n experiment wordt de hoekverdeiing
gemeten van fotonen die allemaal afkomstig zijn van identieke botsingen. De
aangeslagen toestand is dan een zuivere toestand, die beschreven kan worden
als een coherente superpositie van de ontaarde magnetische subtoestanden
\LM>, waarbij de complexe verstrooiingsamplitudinesaM de ontwikkelings-
coëfficiënten zijn. Als de spin-baanwisselwerking verwaarloosd kan worden,
zijn deze verstrooiingsamplitudines alleen functies van de energie en van de
verstrooiingshoek van het elektron. Er kan een analytische uitdrukking afge-
leid worden voor de hoekverdeiing van de coincident gedetecteerde fotonen
met daarin de absolute waarden en de fases van de verstrooiingsamplitudines
als parameters. Door deze analytische uitdrukking te fitten aan de gemeten
hoekverdelingen kan informatie over de verstrooiingsamplitudines verkregen
worden. In het geval van een excitatie van een P en een S toestand is die in-
formatie compleet. (In het laatste geval is dat natuurlijk vanzelfsprekend.)
Voor een D toestand blyken er twee sets van oplossingen te zijn, waartussen
niet gekozen kan worden op grond van een coïncidentie-experiment. Als het
impulsmoment van de aangeslagen toestand nog groter is, bevat het dipoolstra-
lingsveld niet meer voldoende informatie om zo'n toestand volledig te karak-
teriseren.

Dat het coïncidentie-experiment zoveel meer informatie geeft dan de
twee experimenten die daarvoor besproken zijn, komt omdat de symmetrie
zoveel lager. is. De enige symmetrie in een coïncidentie-experiment is reflec-
tiesymmetrie ten opzichte van het verstrooiingsvlak (het vlak dat bepaald
wordt door de richting van het inkomende en het verstrooide elektron). Co-
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incidentie-experimenten zijn daarom gevoelige tests voor verstrooiingstheorie-
en. Dergelijke theorieën geven in principe de complexe verstrooiingsamplitu-
dines. De conventionele experimenten testen alleen de verstrooiingsdoorsne-
den, dat wil zeggen de kwadraten van de absolute waarden van de aM(9, E),
ófwel geïntegreerd voor alle verstrooiingshoeken, ófwel gesommeerd over al-
le magnetische subniveaus. Een coïncidentie-experiment test echter de ampli-
tudines zelf, inclusief de faserelaties ertussen.

De meeste experimentele resultaten zijn verkregen voor coïncidentie-me-
tingen betreffende de excitatie van de (ls2p)1P toestand; ze zijn in hoofd-
stuk III beschreven. Het gaat hiei om laag energetische metingen (van 40 tot
26 eV) die over een groot gebied <ran de verstrooiingshoek (30 tot 110°) zijn
uitgevoerd. Een bijzonderheid bij de analyse en interpretatie van deze metin-
gen is, dat de quantisatie-as loodrecht op het verstrooiingsvlak gekozen is in
plaats van, zoals gebruikelijk is, in de richting van de inkomende bundel. De
nieuwgekozen richting is een symmetrie-as voor het verstrooiingsexperiment.
Het gevolg is dat de verschillende formules een veel eenvoudiger gedaante krij-
gen. Dit geeft een duidelijker inzicht in wat de parameters voorstellen, maar
geeft vooral de mogelijkheid om een meer realistische schatting van de fou-
ten in de experimentele parameters te maken.

Op grond van de hier gegeven en de al bestaande metingen komen we tot
een eenvoudig en voorlopig model betreffende de wisselwerking tussen het
projectielelektron en het heliumatoom, die leidt tot de excitatie van de 2XP
toestand. Mogelijk kunnen we op de volgende manier onderscheid maken tus-
sen drie verschillende energiegebieden, (i) Hoge energie, ca. 80 eV en hoger.
Bij kleine verstrooiingshoeken hjkt de wisselwerking tussen atoom en projec-
tiel elektron voornamelijk aantrekkend te zijn en wel als gevolg van het geïn-
duceerde dipoolmoment van het atoom; bij grotere verstrooiingshoeken meer
en meer afstotend doordat de Coulombwisselwerking tussen de atomaire elek-
tronen en het projectiel elektron gaat domineren, (ii) In het intermediaire
energiegebied, zo rond de 50 a 60 eV, Üjkt de wisselwerking steeds aantrek-
kend te zijn over het gehele hoekgebied van 0 tot ir. Deze conclusies worden
getrokken uit het gedrag van de gemeten verwachtingswaarde van het aan het
atoom overgedragen impulsmoment als functie van de verstrooiingshoek. (iii)
Bij lage energieën, van de drempel tot boven de 30 eV is de wisselwerking tus-
sen atoom en elektron vermoedelijk steeds positief, maar het teken van het
overgedragen impulsmoment büjkt toch te variëren met de verstrooiingshoek
van de elektron. Het feit dat het teken van de wisselwerking en het teken van
het overgedragen impulsmoment niet meer hetzelfde hoeven te zijn, is een
typisch quantummechanisch effect zonder klassiek analogon. De experimen-
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tele gegevens zijn echter dusdanig fragmentarisch dat de bovenstaande inter-
pretatie nog onzeker is.

In de laatste twee hoofdstukken (IV en V) wordt het meer gecompliceer-
de geval van een (1 s3d)*D excitatie behandeld. De golflengte van de 3 *D ->21P
vervalstraling van deze toestand is echter voor het huidige experiment minder
gunstig. Bij verder verval (cascade) vanuit de (ls2p)*P toestand naar de grond-
toestand ( l s 2 )^ komen de meer energierijke T? -* 1XS fotonen (uv) vrij
waarvan de detectie veel efficiënter en op exact dezelfde wijze als bij de in
hoofdstuk III beschreven experimenten kan geschieden. Dit leidt tot de vraag:
Hoeveel informatie kan ons de cascadestraling (de 2XP ->• 1*S straling uit het
vervalsproces 3*D -• 2*P -» 1*S) verschaffen omtrent de aangeslagen 3lD toe-
stand? Het verrassende antwoord is dat de directe 3'D ->• 2*P straling en de
2*P -*• 1*S cascade straling door dezelfde polarisatiematrix beschreven wor-
den en dat beide stralingsvelden dus identieke hoekverdelingen en polarisatie-
eigenschappen hebben! Opgrond van dit resultaat (dat in hoofdstuk IV wordt
afgeleid) is besloten tot het uitvoeren van een zogenaamd verstrooid elektron-
tron-cascadefoton coïncidentie-experiment. Bij de analyse ervan kan gedaan
worden alsof het een "gewoon" coïncidentie-experiment betreft. Een compli-
catie hierbij was dat het energie oplossend vermogen van de elektronenanaly-
sator en het elektronenkanon niet groot genoeg was om de (ls3d)xD excita-
tie te scheiden van de (lsSpyP en (ls3s)aS excitaties. Dit probleem is opge-
lost door de bijdragen van deze drie excitaties niet energetisch te scheiden,
maar een scheiding te maken op grond van het verschil in levensduur van de
aangeslagen toestanden. Dit laatste gebeurt in een tijdspectrum waar de tijds-
correlaties tussen de gedetecteerde elektronen en fotonen worden geïnventa-
riseerd. In hoofdstuk IV wordt gedemonstreerd dat op de bovengeschetste
manier inderdaad coïncidentiemetingen uitgevoerd kunnen worden. In hoofd-
stuk V wordt deze techniek gebruikt om ook daadwerkelijk anisotropiepara-
meters voor de (ls3d)iD excitatie op te meten. Leidde bij de bestudering van
de (ls2p)xP excitatie de keuze van de quantisatie-as loodrecht op het ver-
strooiingsvlak alleen nog maar tot een meer elegante en duidelijke beschrij-
ving, hier bij de (lsSd^D excitatie blijkt deze keuze essentieel te zijn. Bij de
conventionele keuze van de quantisatie-as is het wel mogelijk om de parame-
ters van het stralingsveld vast te leggen met de parameters van het aangesla-
gen atoom, maar niet andersom. Als de quantisatie-as loodrecht op het ver-
strooiingsvlak gekozen wordt is zo'n inversie wel mogelijk.

In hoofdstuk II wordt een experiment beschreven met een duidelijk an-
dere experimentele opzet. Het is namelijk niet altijd nodig om een coïnciden-
tieexperiment uit te voeren om toch zeer gedetailleerde of zelfs alle informa-
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tie over een botsingsproces te verkrijgen. Er zijn excitatieprocessen die geka-
rakteriseerd worden door parameters waarvan er sommige onafhankelijk van
de dynamica zijn en alleen door de geometrie van het proces bepaald worden.
Deze parameters kunnen exact voorspeld worden door alleen gebruik te ma-
ken van de behoudswetten en de regels voor het koppelen van impulsmomen-
ten. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de excitatie van de dubbelaangeslagen (2p 2)3 P
toestand van helium vanuit de grondtoestand. Dit excitatieproces wordt 'pa-
riteitongunstig' genoemd omdat de overdracht van één atomaire eenheid van
impulsmoment niet gepaard gaat met een verandering van de pariteit van het
atoom. Een dergelijk aanslagproces is mogelijk bij de wisselwerking met elek-
tronen (niet bij fotonen). Een andere bijzonderheid van deze dubbelaangesla-
gen toestand is dat hij niet kan vervallen door autoionisatie (bij helium liggen
alle dubbelaangeslagen toestanden in het ionisatiecontinuüm), maar stralend
vervalt. De voorspelling is dat de polarisatie van de vervalstraling naar de en-
kelvoudig aangeslagen (ls2p)3P toestand constant is. Dit hebben we experi-
menteel nagegaan in het energiegebied van de drempel tot 150 eV. Binnen de
meetfout is de polarisatie inderdaad constant in dit energiegebied. Een ande-
re voorspelling is dat de differentiële werkzame doorsnede niet zoals gebrui-
kelijk gepiekt is voor kleine verstrooiingshoeken, maar juist naar nul gaat. Uit
de energieverliesmetingen, die gedaan zijn bij verschillende verstrooiingshoe-
ken, blijkt inderdaad dat alleen voor grotere verstrooiingshoeken (rond de
90°) er elektronen zijn te vinden die afkomstig zijn van een botsing die leidde
tot de aanslag van deze (2p2)3 P toestand.
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Nawoord

Ergens tussen het moment dat ik deze woorden schrijf (als laatste van het
proefschrift) en het moment dat ze gelezen worden (als eerste van het proef-
schrift?) ligt het tijdstip waarop ik mijn tienjarig jubileum als fysicus kan vie-
ren. Dankzij de hulp van anderen is er in die tyd veel gebeurd. Die hulp be-
treft in de eerste plaats die van mijn ouders. Niet alleen de vanzelfsprekend-
heid waarmee ik kon gaan studeren wat ik wilde, is bijzonder, maar ook de
belangstelling die jullie altijd voor mijn studie hadden: jullie gewillig oor voor
al mijn verhalen, hoe fysisch ze ook waren.

Degene die wel eens aan de fysica van mijn verhalen twijfelde, was mijn
promotor Prof. Dr. Heideman. Henk, het zal je niet meegevallen zijn om deze
promovendus, wiens gedachten soms van vermeende en werkeüjke vergissin-
gen aan elkaar leken te hangen, te begeleiden. Dat het proefschrift er toch zo
is uit komen te zien, is iets waar we allebei blij om kunnen zijn. Dank voor je
begeleiding.

Ook met Dr. Jaap van Eek was het gezellig samenwerken al die tijd. Min-
der gezellig waren ongetwijfeld de talrijke keren dat je in het weekend naar
het lab kwam om opnieuw een meting in te zetten. Hiervoor, en voor alles
dat je in de gewone uren voor me gedaan hebt, wil ik je hartelijk bedanken.

Dr. Nienhuis wil ik ook in deze dank betrekken. Gerard, je hebt de rol
die je in dit onderzoek gespeeld hebt, altijd onderschat. Ik hoop, en zal er zo
veel mogelijk voor zorgen, dat anderen dit niet doen.

Ook op het technische front heb ik veel aan anderen te danken. Einde-
loos vaak is de opstelling belucht geweest en even zoveel keren heeft Jitse
van de Weg eraan gesleuteld. Het meest rampzalig was toch wel de compensa-
tie van het aardmagnetisch veld en het monteren van de fragiele folies voor
de detector. Voor de electronische ondersteuning heeft Klaas Goslinga ge-
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zorgd. Klaas, je hebt heel wat electronica (voedingen!) voor me gerepareerd.
Jongens bedankt.

Riny van Schip en Corine Lamberts hebben dit proefschrift getypt. Bij
de wat wrange woorden die tussen de haakjes van de eerste zin van dit na-
woord staan, dacht ik ook aan jullie. De lezer leest nu dit; las hij bijvoorbeeld
formule (2.10) uit hoofdstuk V maar. Daar is zo veel meer zorg aan besteed
dan aan deze bladzijde. Bedankt voor het typen van al die formules (2.10)
waar dit proefschrift zo vol mee staat.

Ik ben ingewijd in de experimentele atoomfysica door Dr. Wim Wester-
veld. Ook aan hem heb ik veel te danken. Alleen al de opstelling die hij opge-
bouwd heeft, is de basis voor mijn onderzoek geweest. Hij is een pur-sang ex-
perimentator van wie ik veel geleerd heb.

Aan de resultaten die hier beschreven staan, hebben de studenten Leo
Moorman, Joek de Haas en Ed van Gasteren meegewerkt. Leo, bedankt voor
al de optische metingen die je gedaan hebt aan de (2p2)3P excitatie; Joek,
voor het werk aan onze NOVA computer en Ed voor je aandeel bij het uitwer-
ken van de coïncidentiemetingen. De bijdragen van Dr. Willem van de Water
staan vermeld in hoofdstuk II en op het visitekaartje. Dank voor je aandeel in
beide. Nog iemand van wie ik hulp heb gehad is A.J. Michielsen, die de nood-
zakelijke folies heeft gemaakt.

Tenslotte Angela, het samengaan van jouw afstuderen en mijn schrijverij
aan dit proefschrift zou een garantie moeten zijn voor allelei overspannen toe-
standen. Maar het bleek heel anders uit te pakken; ondanks het werken dat
soms tot diep in de nacht doorging, was het ontzettend gezellig.

Ben.
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Curriculum Vitae

De schrijver van dit proefschrift werd op 6 december 1954 in Vlaardingen ge-
boren. Vanaf 1967 volgde hij onderwijs aan de toenmalige H.B.S. te Brielïe,
waar hij in 1972 het B-diploma haalde.

In dat jaar begon hij zijn studie technische natuurkunde aan de Techni-
sche Hogeschool te Delft. In 1977 slaagde hij voor het kandidaats- en in
1978 voor het ingenieursexamen. Het kandidaats- en afstudeerswerk werd uit-
gevoerd in de groep van wijlen Prof.Dipl.-Ing. J.B. Westerdijk onder leiding
van Prof.Dr.Ir. J.E. Mooij en Dr.Ir. T.M. Klapwijk. De bestudeerde onderwer-
pen kwamen uit het vakgebied van de niet-evenwichts supergeleiding (Invloed
van fononen op microgolf-geïnduceerde supergeleiding). In 1977 werd een
zomerschool over supergeleiding bij de Kemforschungsanlage in Jülich be-
zocht.

Sinds 1978 is de schrijver in dienst van de Stichting FOM, als wetenschap-
pelijk medewerker in de werkgroep A4, waarvoor hij, verbonden aan de uni-
versiteit van Utrecht, onderzoek uitvoerde. Dit proefschrift is daar de verslag-
geving van. In het kader van de onderwijsopdracht werd in diezelfde tijd een
bijdrage geleverd aan de natuurkunde-praktica voor chemie en farmacie stu-
denten.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift:

Anisotropy in electron-atom collisions.
A study of the alignment and orientation of helium states

excited by electron impact.

I

Bij de anisotropiebeschrijving van een 'S-^'P excitatie is het, zowel vanuit
experimenteel als vanuit theoretisch oogpunt gezien, beter dat één parameter
de oriëntatie beschrijft en de andere de oplijning dan dat (zoals in de literatuur
vaak het geval is) de parameters beide deels de oriëntatie en deels de oplijning
beschrijven.

Hoofdstuk III van dit proefschrift.

II

De 224 formules die Gien1 in een recent artikel over de theorie van elektron-foton
coïncidentiemetingen geeft, zijn van betrekkelijke waarde wanneer we bedenken
dat de zwakke wisselwerking in atomen globaal een factor 1015 zwakker is dan de
elektromagnetische2.

1 T.T. Gien 1982 J.Phys.B: At.Mol.Phys. 15 2481-508.
2 C. Bouchiat 1981 Atomic Physics 7 (Plenum, NewYork) p.83.

in

Eichler en Fritsch1 concluderen dat de door hen bestudeerde dichtheidsmatrices
ter beschrijving van door elektronen aangeslagen atomen uitsluitend reële
elementen hebben. Dit is onjuist en leidt dan ook tot onjuiste resultaten.

1 J. Eichler en W. Fritsch 1976 J.Phys.B: At.Mol.Phys. 9 1477-89.



IV

Bij microgolf-gestimuleerde supergeleiding spelen opwarmingsverschijnselen een
belangrijke rol1. Het stimulatie-effect, dat de kritische temperatuur van
alumimum met 10% verhoogt, kan dan ook niet gebruikt worden om de kritische
temperatuur van Nb3Ge met hetzelfde percentage tot 25 K te verhogen.

1 T.M. Klapwijk, H.B. van Linden van den Heuvell en J.E. Mooij 1978 J. de Physique
39 C6 525-6.

Bij door zware ionenbundels geïnduceerde fusie-yerdampingsreacties blijkt de
verdeling over de magnetische subtoestanden in de aangeslagen eindkern in het
algemeen niet met eenvoudige statistische modellen te kunnen worden
beschreven1. De op basis van het Hauser-Feshbach model berekende inperking
van de spin-oplijningsfactoren leiden Nolan et al2 dan ook tot onjuiste spin-
toekenningen aan aangeslagen hoge-spin niveaus in 39K.

1 C.J. van der Poel 1982, proefschrift, Universiteit van Utrecht.
2 P.J. Nolan, AM. Al-Naser, A.H. Behbehani, P.A. Butler, L.L. Green, A.N. James,

C.J. Lister, N.R.F. Rammo, J.F. Sharpey-Schafer en H.M. Sheppard J.Phys.G: Nucl.Phys.
7 189-218.

VI

Convectieve warmte-overdrachtsrelaties geven bij toepassing op honingraat-
structuren in zonnecollectoren alleen dan zinvolle resultaten als rekening
gehouden wordt met overdracht van stralingswarmte.

vn
Uit vele experimenten is gebleken, dat in de eerste Born benadering de bijdragen
van de excitaties van de M = 0 subtoestanden tot de differentiële werkzame
doorsneden voor de excitaties van 'P niveaus van helium voor kleine
verstrooiingshoeken overschat worden. Op grond van dit argument lijkt het
onwaarschijnlijk dat de resultaten van het elektronrhelium botsingsexperiment
uitgevoerd door Crowe et at bij 35,6 eV en 35° juist zijn.

1 A. Crowe, T.C.F. King en J.F. Williams 1981 J.Phys.B: At.Mol.Phys. 14 1219-28.



vni
Een combinatie van een channeltron met daarvoor geplaatst een (eventueel focus-
serend) multichannelarray kan een bruikbare XUV-stralingsdetector vormen met
een zeer goed hoekoplossend vermogen en een geringe gevoeligheid voor de
aanwezigheid van metastabiele atomen.

IX

De conclusie van Gottscho et a/1, dat bij botsingen van BaO(A'I)met Arde waar-
schijnlijkheid voor een verandering van het rotatiequantumgetal van het BaO
onafhankelijk zou zijn van de beginwaarde van het rotatiequantumgetal is
voorbarig.

1 R.A. Gottscho, R.W. Field, R. Bacis and S.J. Silvers 1980 J.Chem.Phys. 73 599-611.

X

In tegenstelling tot wat Van de Water1 stelt, is het feit of wij ons wel of geen
voorstelling kunnen maken van situaties in strijd met de meetkunde volledig onaf-
hankelijk van de conclusies die uit de experimenten van Van Linden van den
Heuvell et ut2 (met betrekking tot de excitatie van de He(2p2yP toestand door
elektronen) getrokken kunnen worden.

' Stelling 4 proefschrift W. van de Water 1981, Universiteit van Utrecht.
2 H.B. van Linden van den Heuvell, W. van de Water, H.G.M. Heideman, J. van Eek en

L. Moorman 1980 J.Phys.B: At.Mol.Phys. 13 2475-80 en hoofdstuk II van dit proefschrift.

XI

De beperking dat bij de verkiezingen voor de Tweede Kamer van de Staten-
Generaal er met één stem slechts op één persoon gestemd mag worden, vergroot
de polarisatie. Het verdient dan ook aanbeveling om, zodra dat technisch
mogelijk is, het aantal personen en daarmee het aantal partijen waarop per stem
gekozen kan worden, vrij te laten.

H.B. van Linden van den Heuvell 18 oktober 1982


